
ANTARCTICA
Featuring the Ross Sea, South Georgia & Falkland Islands

2024-2025 SPECIAL EARLY ACCESS

Hanusse Bay  Hanusse Bay  
S 66° 58’ W 67° 44’S 66° 58’ W 67° 44’



We invite you to experience the voyage of a lifetime cruising through the Antarctic 
region in ultra-luxury on board Scenic Eclipse, The World’s First Discovery Yachts™. 

Whether you’re looking to discover the continent’s highlights or wish to reach its most 
isolated areas, there is a Scenic Eclipse voyage to suit your interests. The 2024/2025 
season will be our fifth in the Antarctica Peninsula and South Georgia, which means 
that, with Scenic, you can expect unparalleled expertise to explore this region and 
beyond. With the highly anticipated arrival of Scenic Eclipse II, we are delighted to 
introduce new voyages into the seldom-explored East Antarctica and Ross Sea region, 
available to only an exclusive number of guests per year. 

Purpose-built for Antarctica, Scenic Eclipse’s world-class technology enables 
seamless and comfortable navigation through the roughest waters. Catering for up 
to only 200 guests, the Discovery Yachts feature an impressive array of indoor and 
outdoor spaces for an intimate ultra-luxury voyage. Our low guest numbers also 
enable multiple landings each day for more in depth exploration by Zodiac, kayak and 
stand-up paddleboard, whilst gaining deep insights from your Discovery Team of up to 
20 experts.  

Choose to soar above the horizon in one of two state-of-the-art helicopters^, or dive 
below to explore the mysteries of the ocean in our custom-built submarine, Scenic 
Neptune^. 

Enjoy up to 10 truly all-inclusive dining experiences, nine bars and lounges and the 
indulgent wellness facilities. Watch the world go by from your luxuriously appointed 
private verandah suite with dedicated butler service, available for every guest. 

We hope this exclusive early-access brochure inspires you to plan and book the 
voyage of a lifetime on board Scenic Eclipse in 2024 or 2025. 

With Scenic, it’s more than ocean cruising. It’s a 6-star ultra-luxury journey in a class 
of its own. 

Welcome to the extraordinary

James Griffiths James Griffiths 
Vice President, Vice President, 

Marine OperationsMarine Operations

Captain Captain 
Erwan Le RouzicErwan Le Rouzic

Jason Flesher, Jason Flesher, 
Expedition Operations Director Expedition Operations Director 

Tom Götter, Tom Götter, 
Director of Food and  Director of Food and  

Beverage – Ocean Beverage – Ocean 



Kayaking. Fournier Bay Kayaking. Fournier Bay 
S 64° 31’ W 63° 06’S 64° 31’ W 63° 06’

^Flights on board our two helicopters, helicopter experiences and submarine at additional cost, subject to regulatory approval, availability, 
weight restrictions, medical approval and weather and ice conditions. Helicopters are unable to operate in South Georgia.



Antarctica Voyage Calendar

Antarctic Peninsula Region 40

Date Days   Cruise Cruise from Cruise to Voyage Ship Page
27 Nov 2024 22 Antarctica, South Georgia & The Falklands Buenos Aires Ushuaia 311S.1 Scenic Eclipse 36
17 Dec 2024 13 Antarctica in Depth: A Magical Christmas Ushuaia Ushuaia 101S.1 Scenic Eclipse 40
28 Dec 2024 13 Antarctica in Depth: New Year Wishes Ushuaia Ushuaia 101S.1 Scenic Eclipse 40
08 Jan 2025 13 Antarctica in Depth Ushuaia Ushuaia 101S.1 Scenic Eclipse 40
19 Jan 2025 13 Beyond the Antarctic Circle Ushuaia Ushuaia 101S.1 Scenic Eclipse 42
30 Jan 2025 20 Antarctica, South Georgia & The Falklands Ushuaia Ushuaia 201S.1 Scenic Eclipse 36
17 Feb 2025 13 Beyond the Antarctic Circle Ushuaia Ushuaia 101S.1 Scenic Eclipse 42
28 Feb 2025 23 Antarctica, South Georgia & The Falklands Ushuaia Buenos Aires 311S.2 Scenic Eclipse 36

Antarctica’s Ross Sea Region       28

Date Days   Cruise Cruise from Cruise to Voyage Ship Page
15 Dec 2024 25 Mawson’s Antarctica: Along the East Coast Milford Sound Hobart 111S.1 Scenic Eclipse II 32
08 Jan 2025 24 Antarctica’s Ross Sea: Majestic Ice & Wildlife Hobart Dunedin 121S.1 Scenic Eclipse II 34
31 Jan 2025 24 Antarctica’s Ross Sea: Majestic Ice & Wildlife Dunedin Dunedin 131S.1 Scenic Eclipse II 34
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Antarctic Peninsula Region 40

Date Days   Cruise Cruise from Cruise to Voyage Ship Page
27 Nov 2024 22 Antarctica, South Georgia & The Falklands Buenos Aires Ushuaia 311S.1 Scenic Eclipse 36
17 Dec 2024 13 Antarctica in Depth: A Magical Christmas Ushuaia Ushuaia 101S.1 Scenic Eclipse 40
28 Dec 2024 13 Antarctica in Depth: New Year Wishes Ushuaia Ushuaia 101S.1 Scenic Eclipse 40
08 Jan 2025 13 Antarctica in Depth Ushuaia Ushuaia 101S.1 Scenic Eclipse 40
19 Jan 2025 13 Beyond the Antarctic Circle Ushuaia Ushuaia 101S.1 Scenic Eclipse 42
30 Jan 2025 20 Antarctica, South Georgia & The Falklands Ushuaia Ushuaia 201S.1 Scenic Eclipse 36
17 Feb 2025 13 Beyond the Antarctic Circle Ushuaia Ushuaia 101S.1 Scenic Eclipse 42
28 Feb 2025 23 Antarctica, South Georgia & The Falklands Ushuaia Buenos Aires 311S.2 Scenic Eclipse 36

Antarctica’s Ross Sea Region       28

Date Days   Cruise Cruise from Cruise to Voyage Ship Page
15 Dec 2024 25 Mawson’s Antarctica: Along the East Coast Milford Sound Hobart 111S.1 Scenic Eclipse II 32
08 Jan 2025 24 Antarctica’s Ross Sea: Majestic Ice & Wildlife Hobart Dunedin 121S.1 Scenic Eclipse II 34
31 Jan 2025 24 Antarctica’s Ross Sea: Majestic Ice & Wildlife Dunedin Dunedin 131S.1 Scenic Eclipse II 34

Salisbury Plain, South Georgia Salisbury Plain, South Georgia 
S 54° 03’ W 37° 19’S 54° 03’ W 37° 19’
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Fish Islands, Antarctica Fish Islands, Antarctica 
S 62° 2’ W 65° 25’S 62° 2’ W 65° 25’

Proud official members of the International Association of Antarctica Tour Operators 
(IAATO). The association is dedicated to managing responsible, environmentally-friendly 
and safe tourism in Antarctica.

4 Scenic°
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At Scenic, we are committed to ensuring the 
destinations and communities we visit retain their 
wonder. We’ve invested in state-of-the-art technology 
and environmentally sustainable systems to leave as 
small a footprint as possible.

State-of-the-art technology
The GPS Dynamic Positioning enables Scenic Eclipse 
to maintain her location without dropping anchor onto 
sensitive seabeds. We also have Advance Wastewater 
Treatment and highly effective engines to reduce 
emissions, noise and vibration. Guests’ healthy 
and safety are enhanced by the Advanced Heating, 
Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system, which 
provides 100% fresh air throughout the ship.

Unparalleled exploration
Combining the sleek sophistication of a superyacht 
with industry-leading technology, The World’s First 
Discovery Yachts are unrestricted in global navigation. 
Custom-built for polar waters, Scenic Eclipse has a 
Polar Class 6 rating, featuring a strengthened hull, 
forward bow thrusters, and advanced propulsion 
systems. With customised stabilisers that are 50% 
larger than other ships, the Discovery Yachts offer 
comfortable and smooth sailing through the roughest 
of waters, so you can relax and enjoy every step of 
your journey. 

Scenic Eclipse Discovery Yachts

World-Class Technology

Captain Erwan Le Rouzic
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Throughout your Expedition Voyage on board Scenic Eclipse, 
an expert team of dedicated professionals will deliver 
an exceptional level of world-class service, putting your 
comfort and safety at the heart of everything they do. They 
will pay close attention to the finest details, going to the  
Nth Degree to ensure that every moment of your cruise is 
truly extraordinary.

WATCH NOW:  
Scan to view  

25 breathtaking  
photographs of the 

White Continent.

Scenic Eclipse Discovery Yachts

Meet the Team

6 Scenic°

https://www.scenic.eu/news/scenic-eclipse-antarctica-photos?utm_source=MiniBrochurePg8&utm_medium=Brochure&utm_campaign=Antarctica+Early+Release+24/25+Mini


Hotel Director & Team
Consistent with the 6-star standards of 
your suite, we have the finest team of 
Hotel Directors and butlers, led by Bert 
Goebel, Vice President of Hotel Operation 
Oceans, to ensure every detail meets your 
expectations.

Spa Team 
The warm greeting from your Senses Spa 
practitioners will immediately make you 
feel relaxed. Raj Dhariwal oversees spa 
operations, expert staff, and Scenic’s 
partnership with ESPA, an internationally 
recognised premium spa provider.  

Culinary Team 
With over 38 chefs from 15 countries, the 
culinary team is headed by our Director of 
Food & Beverages, Tom Götter, who ensures 
every dining experience on Scenic Eclipse 
is a multi-cultural epicurean journey of the 
highest standards.

Captains & Crew 
Led by Captain James Griffiths, 
Vice President of Marine 
Operations, our Captains and 
crew are the finest professionals 
in their field, selected for their 
experience, expertise and ability 
to safely navigate in all climates 
and conditions. Guests will have 
many opportunities to interact 
with the Captain and operational 
crew by visiting the open bridge 
and navigational hub.

Tom Götter.  
Director of Food &  

Beverages
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Enjoy the voyage of a lifetime and relax as our crew 
take great pride in attending to your every need. 
Experience the freedom of being fully immersed in 
every moment as you cruise through the magnificent 
Antarctica region. 

With a close to 1:1 staff-to-guest ratio, you can be 
confident that every aspect of your comfort and peace 
of mind is considered to make your Expedition Voyage 
truly carefree. 

WATCH NOW:  
Scan to take a  
Scenic Eclipse 

video tour

8 Scenic°

Scenic Eclipse Discovery Yachts

Truly All-Inclusive Luxury

https://www.scenic.eu/ocean-cruises?wchannelid=31ag3su09q


Relish days of fascinating discoveries 
on truly all-inclusive Zodiac, kayaking 
and stand-up paddleboard expeditions 
led by your expert Discovery Team. Join 
nature walks and uncover the thrilling 
history of whaling, Polar explorers and 
pioneers that mark Antarctica’s history. 

Return to the comfort of your Discovery 
Yacht to relax in your luxurious suite or 
be pampered in the expansive Senses 
Spa. Unwind with a drink in one of the 
nine bars and lounges as you share 
your experiences with your new friends 
and indulge in 6-star ultra-luxury.

Truly All-Inclusive Services & Amenities 
  A small-ship and intimate 

experience for only 200 guests 
enabling more time on shore 

  Spacious all-verandah 6-star 
luxury suite accommodation 

  Butler service for every guest 
and close to 1:1 staff-to-guest 
ratio 

  Up to 10 dining experiences, 
from casual to fine dining  

  The finest selection of included 
premium branded beverages, 
with a choice of over 100 
whiskeys* 

  Engaging lecture and education 
program with on board experts 

  Dedicated Observation Lounge 
& Terrace for optimal viewing 
opportunities  

  On board Swarovski Telescopes 
and in-suite binoculars so 
you can be immersed in the 
impressive scenery around you 

  Indulgent 550m2 Senses Spa#, 
gym, yoga and Pilates studio 

  Scandinavian inspired outdoor 
vitality pools and cabanas 

  State-of-the-art theatre 
for daily entertainment and 
education programs 

  Complimentary Wi-Fi^ 

  Internal flights and taxes  

  Return airport transfers, all 
tipping on board and on shore

*All drinks on board are included except for a very small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, Champagnes and 
spirits. ^Limited in remote regions. #Spa treatments at an additional cost. 

A Scenic Lounge, Scenic Eclipse 
B Relaxation Lounge, Scenic Eclipse

A

B
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Scenic Eclipse Discovery Yachts

The Benchmark in Ultra-Luxury
When cruising through Antarctica, the difference is in the 
details. Innovative ship design and low guest numbers allow 
multiple daily landings, ensuring we take guests further 
than others. 

Enjoy endless discoveries by exploring above and below 
the horizon by helicopter^ and a custom-built submarine^, 
gaining a new perspective over this always breathtakingly 
beautiful scenery.

Seamless Sailing
With a Polar Class 6 rating, world-class 
technology and custom-built stabilisers, 
Scenic Eclipse navigates through 
the roughest of waters comfortably, 
regardless of weather conditions.

 Easy Access
Scenic Eclipse maintains its location 
without dropping anchor. Besides 
protecting seabeds, this allows for quick 
embarking and disembarking of our 
Zodiacs and kayaks.

WATCH NOW:  
Scan to see how 

the Scenic Neptune 
submarine made 

history in  
South Georgia.

A

https://www.scenic.eu/news/experience-the-scenic-eclipse-submarine-dive-which-made-history-in-antarctic-region


Unrivalled exploration
Purpose-built for polar exploration, Scenic 
Eclipse, The World’s First Discovery Yachts™, 
remain the only ships to offer guests 
an abundance of exploration on Zodiac, 
helicopter^, submarine^, kayak and stand-up 
paddleboard. Enjoy the ultimate discovery 
meets ultra-luxury experience as you 
cruise through the world’s most remote and 
spectacular destinations.

Remote Locations
In Antarctica, size matters. Scenic Eclipse 
has been custom designed for unrivalled 
access to remarkable, hard-to-reach 
sites, including South Georgia and East 
Antarctica.

Multiple Daily Landings
With site landings restricted to only 
100 people at a time, we limit our guest 
numbers to 200, so you can enjoy multiple 
landings each day with extended time on 
shore.

^Flights on board our two helicopters, helicopter experiences and submarine at additional cost, subject to regulatory approval, availability, 
weight restrictions, medical approval and weather and ice conditions. Helicopters are unable to operate in South Georgia.

A Scenic Eclipse, Pleneau Island  
B Scenic Helicopter, Antarctica
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Scenic Eclipse has set the benchmark in 6-star cruising with  
114 luxurious suites across five decks. Each is incredibly spacious  
and filled with natural light, thanks to floor-to-ceiling sliding doors 
opening onto your private verandah or terrace.

Featuring elegant furnishings, state-of-the-art amenities, a 
separate sleep zone and lounge area, butler service and countless 
extraordinary details to enhance your experience. Your spacious 
suite will be your sanctuary to spend an indulgent and relaxing day 
and your ultimate retreat after a full day of discovery.

WATCH NOW:  
Scan to explore  
the selection of 
ultra-luxurious 

suites

Scenic Eclipse Discovery Yachts

Suites

12 Scenic°

A

https://www.scenic.eu/why-scenic/discovery-yacht-experience/suites?utm_source=MiniBrochurePg14&utm_medium=Brochure&utm_campaign=Antarctica+Early+Release+24/25+Mini


Verandah Suites
Ranging in size from 32-34m2, featuring 
a plush king-size bed, pillow menu and a 
lounge area to relax after a day of discovery.

Grand Deluxe Verandah Suites 
Varying from 38-40m2, with a plush king-size 
bed, pillow menu, walk-in wardrobe and an 
ample and luxurious lounge area.

Spa Suites 
Ranging from 46-50m2, your spacious Spa 
Suite is your private sanctuary after a day 
of discovery. Enjoy a steaming bath as you 
gaze out over your verandah to the vistas 
beyond, glass of champagne in hand. 

Panorama & Grand Panorama Suites 
Varying from 105-110m2, these suites offer 
grandeur and style overlooking the bow 
of the yacht. Featuring spacious curved 
terraces, a separate lounge and dining area 
and reading alcove, they will surpass your 
expectations.

Owner’s Penthouse Suites 
From unsurpassed views to a private 
lounge and dining area and a super-sized 
bathroom, these spacious suites will be 
your ultimate retreat. Size: 190-195m2.

B

Butler Service
All guests enjoy the services of a 
professional butler. Specifically trained to 
meet Scenic’s exacting standards, they  
take pride in looking after your every 
need. From unpacking luggage and 
helping you select from the pillow menu 
to bringing your morning coffee, stocking 
your mini-bar, and making dinner and 
spa reservations, the butlers provide a 
discreet yet trusted and friendly presence 
throughout your voyage, offering complete 
peace of mind.

A Owner’s Penthouse Suite, Antarctica
B Grand Deluxe Verandah Suite, Scenic Eclipse
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Savour the fine creations of the culinary team with up to 10 dining 
experiences. Scenic chefs are creative geniuses, making your  
Expedition Voyage also a remarkable culinary journey. 

Delight in cuisine inspired by the world’s flavours as you choose from 
contemporary French fine dining at Lumière, your favourite steak 
at elegant Elements main restaurant, or authentic dishes at Night 
Market @ Koko’s, a celebration of Asian cuisine. Settle in at any of the 
nine bars and lounges to enjoy a beverage of choice as you share your 
daily discoveries with your new friends. Scenic’s truly all-inclusive 
philosophy means all meals and drinks are included* all day, every day.

WATCH NOW:  
Scan to learn more 
about the up to 10 

all-inclusive 
dining

experiences 

Scenic Eclipse Discovery Yachts

Truly All-Inclusive Dining

14 Scenic°

  
Elements 
The main restaurant featuring Italian, steak and seafood

Chef’s Table @ Elements 
An exclusive invitation to private dégustation dining

Koko’s 
Asian fusion restaurant and saké bar

Sushi @ Koko’s 
A wonderfully authentic Japanese experience  

Night Market @ Koko’s 
Private dining at an authentic Teppanyaki grill

Lumière  
Contemporary French fine dining and Champagne Bar

Azure Bar & Café 
Relaxed all-day grazing 

Yacht Club  
Grill restaurant and bar, serving breakfast and lunch

In-Suite Dining 
A comprehensive 24-hour menu 

Scenic Épicure 
Culinary masterclasses 

Up to 10 Dining Experiences*
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https://www.scenic.eu/why-scenic/discovery-yacht-experience/dining-beverages


Sophisticated bars & lounges
Pre-dinner drinks or a nightcap? Up to 
nine bars and lounges complement your 
epicurean experience on board Scenic 
Eclipse. The Champagne, whiskey and 
sake bars - with their impressive premium 
selection - are unmissable.

Exclusive experiences
Enjoy private dining experiences limited to 
up to 10 guests only. From the authentic 
Teppanyaki grill at the Night Market @ 
Koko’s, to the by invitation Chef’s Table 
dégustation dining by invitation only, 
memorable culinary experiences await.

Culinary Expertise
Tom Götter, Scenic’s celebrated Director 
of Food & Beverage, oversees all on 
board dining experiences and manages 
the Culinary Team, comprised of 15 
nationalities. New menus are created each 
day drawing from more than 3,000 locally 
and globally inspired recipes. 

Your choice of premium beverages
Choose from more than 100 whiskeys 
from around the world, top-shelf  
spirits and an extensive selection of  
fine and local wines, as well as 
champagne curated by Master of 
Wine, Keith Isaac. Enjoy custom-made 
cocktails or mocktails, a complimentary 
mini bar re-stocked daily and a wide 
range of specialty teas and coffee. 
All drinks on board are included any 
time of the day, except for a very small 
number of rare, fine and vintage wines, 
champagnes and spirits.

Not all venues operate in all locations. *All drinks on board are 
included except for a very small number of rare, fine and vintage 
wines, champagnes and spirits.

A

B

A Chef’s Table @ Elements     B    Lumière
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  All-Inclusive Wellness  

  Women’s and men’s saunas, steam  
 rooms and relaxation lounges

   Temperature-controlled plunge pools 
in the Spa

   Signature thermal loungers

   Pool and Spa Terraces with sun beds

  Therapeutic pressure showers

   Yoga and Pilates studio
   Fully-equipped gym

B



The Benchmark in Health & Wellbeing
Choose from an extensive menu of premium spa brand 
ESPA treatments featuring luxurious facials, pedicures, 
manicures, massages and body treatments^ and feel 
re-energised. 

Enjoy the included facilities of a relaxation lounge, 
sauna, steam, Vitality plunge pools and outdoor pool 
area. Recline on the unique thermal loungers as your 
body is purified. You can also choose to add professional 
services throughout your trip at our hair salon or 
barber^. 

Unrivalled Experiences for Mind, Body & Soul
Offering the only space of its kind at sea, our PURE: 
Yoga & Pilates studio is complimentary for your use.  
Attain a zen-like state after a yoga or meditation 
session or strengthen your core with Pilates. New 
holistic therapy sessions include Aerial Yoga, TRX, 
Mindfulness meditation and Tibetan sound bowl 
healing classes. Maintain your physical fitness at the 
fully equipped POWER:Gym.

Scenic Eclipse Discovery Yachts

Indulgent Spaces

WATCH NOW:  
Scan to discover the Scenic Eclipse wellness program

^at additional cost

A C

A Senses Spa Reception     B    Infra-Red Sauna     C     PURE: Yoga & Pilates 
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When cruising on board Scenic Eclipse, you’ll enjoy a bespoke 
selection of entertainment options, from musical performances 
that enrich your evening to enlightening educational sessions from 
our on board experts.

The multiple indulgent indoor spaces cater to all your interests 
and moods. Relax with a book in the library, be entertained in 
the state-of-the-art-theatre or visit the navigational hub of your 
Discovery Yacht to enjoy the best views on the ship while learning 
about the impressive operational side of your voyage. 

WATCH NOW:  
Scan to discover  

the bespoke  
entertainment 

program

Scenic Eclipse Discovery Yachts

Entertainment & Enrichment

18 Scenic°

A

WATCH NOW:  
Scan to discover  

the bespoke  
entertainment 

program

https://www.scenic.eu/why-scenic/discovery-yacht-experience/entertainment


Scenic Lounge & Bar 
Mingle with new friends and share 
your daily discoveries at the Scenic 
Lounge & Bar. Let our bartenders guide 
you towards your premium beverage of 
choice, from an afternoon espresso to 
an after-dinner liqueur.

Observation Lounge 
Recline into leather seating and read 
a book, play board games or simply 
relax as you enjoy a specialty tea 
or coffee. Take a closer look at the 
scenery outside through the Swarovski 
telescopes.

Open Bridge 
Venture to the bridge and see Scenic 
Eclipse in full operation. The open 
bridge policy provides guests access 
to one of the best viewing areas on the 
ship, as well as the opportunity to learn 
about the ship’s technical abilities.

B

State-of-the-Art Theatre
Gain insights into the regions 
you’re visiting during information 
sessions hosted by expert Discovery 
Team members, Captain and crew 
in the world-class theatre. This is 
where guests can also enjoy nightly 
musical performances spanning a 
range of genres.

A Scenic Theatre
B Live in the Scenic Lounge
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King Penguins, South Georgia, King Penguins, South Georgia, 
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Let your expert Discovery Team lead you through once-in-a-
lifetime moments that will stay with you forever. Be inspired 
by vast glaciers rising out of dark blue seas in Antarctica. 
Enjoy enlightening onboard lectures in the state-of-the-art 
theatre and feel the excitement for the amazing experiences 
ahead. Comprised of marine biologists, historians, geologists 
and glaciologists, they will share with you their knowledge 
and passion for this extraordinary region.

WATCH NOW:  
Scan to watch  
Jason Flesher.  

our Expeditions 
Operations Manager. 

talk about the  
Discovery Team.

Scenic Eclipse Discovery Yachts

Truly Inclusive Discovery

Scenic Expedition Voyages
 Only up to 200 guests to maximise landings
  Engaging excursions with onboard experts 
 Scenic Discovery Excursions by Zodiac 
 Full kayak program and stand-up paddleboarding 
  Complimentary expedition parka and water bottle, 
plus use of special polar boots

A
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https://www.scenic.eu/ocean-cruises?wchannelid=31ag3su09q&wmediaid=2a7n28b3xp


Immersive Discovery
Explore up close on the fleet of Zodiacs as 
you cruise around the frozen landscape, join 
guided kayak excursions and nature walks, 
stand-up paddleboard while listening 
out for the thunderous crack of a calving 
glacier, and witness the thrilling discovery 
of abundant wildlife. Limited guest numbers 
on board Scenic Eclipse allow multiple 
landings each day with extended time at 
each site, so there’s always an opportunity 
to explore a little bit more.

A Scenic Zodiac excursion
B Scenic Discovery Team

B
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With industry-leading technology and a world-class team, Scenic 
Eclipse takes guests into hard-to-reach destinations few will ever 
visit. We remain the only ship to offer an abundance of exploration 
on Zodiac, helicopter^, submarine^, kayak and stand-up paddle 
boards. Learn about polar wildlife during enriching lectures in the 
impressive onboard state-of-the-art theatre and enjoy truly all-
inclusive excursions led by your expert Discovery Team. Comprised 
of up to 20 members, including naturalists, marine biologists, and 
glaciologists, they will guide you through multi-sensory moments 
that will be the highlight of your voyage. 

Scan to read about 
one of our Discovery 

Team’s incredible 
insights into 
Antarctica

Scenic Eclipse Discovery Yachts

Unrivalled Discovery

A
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https://www.scenic.eu/news/five-insightful-questions-with-specialist-discovery-leader-eva-westerholm?utm_source=brochure&utm_medium=direct+mail&utm_campaign=antarctica+24+25


Immersive exploration
Enjoy Zodiac experiences led by your 
expert Discovery Team that will take you 
close to the majestic scenery and unique 
wildlife. Or feel the fresh ocean breeze as 
you explore by stand-up paddleboard and 
kayak, sliding-past shimmering icebergs 
while spotting Antarctica’s rich marine life 
and bird colonies.

Remarkable wildlife
Be in awe of penguins, seals, sea lions, 
seabirds and whales. Reach secluded Adélie 
and King penguin colonies. Every day will 
offer a veritable parade of wildlife, deep 
exploration, and extraordinary moments.

Multiple daily landings
With site landings restricted to only 
100 people at a time, we limit our guest 
numbers to 200 in Polar regions. This way, 
Scenic Eclipse guests can enjoy smooth 
disembarkation for multiple daily landings. 
enabling extended time at each site.

Soar above and dive below
Take your polar exploration to the 
next level as you venture beyond the 
horizon with Scenic Eclipse’s two 
Airbus H130-T2 helicopters^, custom 
designed for optimal flightseeing. 
Marvel at the bird’s-eye views of tabular 
icebergs, sublime icecaps and wildlife, 
a perspective few will ever experience. 
Dive to depths of up to 200 metres 
below the ocean for the most immersive 
experience on board our custom-built 
submarine^, Scenic Neptune.

^Flights on board our two helicopters, helicopter experiences 
and submarine at additional cost, subject to regulatory approval, 
availability, weight restrictions, medical approval, weather and tidal 
conditions. Helicopters are unable to operate in South Georgia.

A Penguin colony, Bailey Head, Antarctica
B Scenic Neptune
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ANTARCTICA YOUR WAY
Whether you’re visiting Antarctica for the first time or the second. wishing for 
more time on board or exploring onshore. there is a Scenic Eclipse Expedition 
Voyage to suit your every preference and polar dream. 

ANTARCTICA 
HIGHLIGHTS 
What your Antarctica dreams are made 
of – an immersive voyage to experience 
the best of this otherworldly destination.
Antarctica in Depth - 13 Days 
Perfect for the first-time traveller to 
Antarctica, this is an introduction to 
the Peninsula’s highlights, such as 
Deception Island and Paradise Bay, 
where you can witness breathtaking 
scenery and wildlife teeming with 
penguins, seals and whales.

^Flights on board our two helicopters, helicopter experiences 
and submarine at additional cost, subject to regulatory approval, 
availability, weight restrictions, medical approval and weather 
and ice conditions. 

A Prospect Point, Antarctica
B Flanders Bay, Antarctica
C Gentoo Penguins

A

B
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EXPLORE FURTHER 
Maximise your polar expedition with additional 
destinations and more days cruising in ultra-luxury.

Antarctica, South Georgia & Falkland Islands  
- 20-23 Days
Make your Antarctica voyage the trip of a lifetime 
by including these destinations in your itinerary. 
Located between South America and the Antarctic 
Peninsula, these islands boast a greater range of 
wildlife than the Galapagos, including the largest 
king penguin colony in the world. A remarkable 
experience for those wishing for an even more 
immersive experience in polar waters.

ULTIMATE EXPEDITION
Go further than most for a truly immersive experience  
exploring the wonders of Antarctica.

Beyond the Antarctic Circle - 13 Days
Few travellers make it this far. Pushing further 
south than most expedition ships go, we’ll 
take you on a voyage that includes the rarely 
visited Marguerite Bay to celebrate crossing the 
Antarctic Circle (66°33’S). 
East Antarctica and the Ross Sea - 24 Days
Available to only a limited number of guests per 
year, this seldom-explored region is home to 
abundant wildlife, including the world’s largest 
Adélie penguin rookeries and otherworldly 
landscapes such as the Mars-like Dry Valley. It’s 
as exclusive, luxurious and adventurous as an 
expedition voyage can be. 

FESTIVE HOLIDAY 
COLLECTION
An unmissable opportunity to make 
special occasions truly unforgettable.
Antarctica in Depth - 13 Days  
– exclusive departures
Make this your ultimate holiday 
season by celebrating Christmas 
or the New Year in unsurpassed, 
all-inclusive ultra-luxury. With 
new departures in December 
2024, these exclusive Antarctica 
in Depth voyages will be truly 
unforgettable for this much 
anticipated holiday season.
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East Coast Antarctica & Ross Sea

Unique wildlife
East Antarctica’s pristine landscapes are home 
to abundant wildlife, courtesy of incredibly 
nutrient-rich waters. Be amazed as you watch 
lazy Weddell Seals relaxing on ice floes during 
Zodiac excursions, witness the chaotic yet 
harmonious interactions of the world’s largest 
Adélie penguin rookeries and spot fascinating 
seabirds minding their way from the comfort of 
your Discovery Yacht.

All-inclusive discovery
Visit historical huts established by the first 
explorers and allow your expert Discovery Team 
for enlightening insights into the history of this 
seldom-explored region of Antarctica. They will 
also safely lead you through Zodiac, kayak and 
stand-up paddleboard expeditions passing by 
massive ice shelves.

Comfortable navigation
Reach the extreme Southern Ocean comfortably 
regardless of sea state. With her sleek design, 
advanced propulsion systems, customised 
stabilisers that are 50 per cent larger than other 
ships and a Polar Class 6 rating, Scenic Eclipse 
is one of the few ships to be able to reach these 
remote destinations.

A Cape Adare
B Weddell seal
C Adélie Penguins

C

A

B
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Picture Antarctica in its most extreme and spectacular form - this 
is the East Antarctica and Ross Sea region. One of the remotest 
areas on the globe, only a few hundred travellers make it this far 
each year. Everything here is on a grand scale, from the Ross Sea 
ice shelf, to the teeming wildlife. The rough landscape abounds with 
a myriad of penguin, seabird, whale and seal species, an invitation 
to unforgettable awe-inspiring moments. From exploring the Ross 
Sea, deemed the most pristine piece of ocean left on Earth, to 
discovering legendary huts made immortal by explorers’ tales, the 
ultimate adventure awaits you in East Antarctica.

Scan to learn  
more about  

a typical day in 
Antarctica on board 

Scenic Eclipse

East Coast Antarctica & Ross Sea

Ross Sea Ice Shelf
The largest floating body of ice on 
the planet, the Ross Sea Ice Shelf is 
estimated to be the size of France, with 
cliffs of up to about 50 metres and ice 
extending across 800 kilometres. 

Cape Adare
One of the most fascinating islands, 
Cape Adare is home to the largest Adélie 
penguin rookery in Antarctica. As you 
explore closer by Zodiac, marvel at their 
tumultuous yet harmonious chattering.

A
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Discover the world’s largest marine 
sanctuary, the seldom visited Ross Sea. 
Shrouded in mystery, it is named after Sir 
James Clark Ross, who discovered this 
region in 1841. Follow in the footsteps 
of famous explorers who established 
camps still well preserved for the curious 
modern-day explorer’s delight. Join Zodiac 
expeditions and our fully inclusive kayak 
and stand-up paddleboard program 
to experience the amazing wildlife - all 
courtesy of the nutrient-packed waters of 
this extraordinary region.

Franklin Island
Remnant of a shield volcano, this island 
was named after explorer John Franklin. 
Take a Zodiac to explore the rugged 
landscape and observe large Adélie 
penguins and other nesting seabirds. 

Ross Island
Weather permitting, visit the historical 
Sir Ernest Shackleton’s hut, an Antarctic 
monument. Feel the excitement of 
seeing Mount Erebus, the southern most 
active volcano on Earth. 

A Mount Erebus, Antarctica     B Royal Penguin, Macquarie Island
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Mawson’s Antarctica: 
Along the East Coast

  25 Days     Queenstown > Hobart

Douglas Mawson was a South Australian 
geologist who, after returning to Australia 
following travelling to Antarctica with Sir Ernest 
Shackleton, decided that the East Coast of 
Antarctica, also known as ‘Adélie Land’ was  
virgin territory. This voyage will navigate through 
the icy landscapes to follow Mawson’s Antarctic 
expedition, travelling to Mawson’s Hut at  
Cape Denison.

Day 01 Queenstown, New Zealand
Arrive at your hotel for your one-night stay.

Day 02 Queenstown > Milford Sound
Drive to Milford Sound through the winding Fiordland. 
The crew will warmly greet you as you seamlessly 
board Scenic Eclipse. Toast the start of the expedition 
of a lifetime as you sail away through one of New 
Zealand’s incredible natural wonders. Meals: B.D

Day 03-06 At sea
Acquaint yourself with the exceptional range of 
facilities on board your luxurious yacht. Meals: B.L.D

Day 07-08 Balleny Islands
This afternoon, arrive at Balleny Islands. The 
windswept and remote islands are heavily glaciated 
and have received few human visitors since their 
discovery in 1839. The rich waters surrounding result 
in diverse wildlife including humpback, fin and minke 
whales along with crabeater, Weddell, elephant and 
leopard seals. Cruise along the island and admire the 
rough, moody landscapes. Meals: B.L.D

Day 09-18 East Coast Antarctica
The East Coast of Antarctica is a region that is 
travelled by very few, but loved by all who go. 
One of the least visited coast lines in the world is 
complete with dramatic windswept landscapes, 
legendary history and the excitement of wildlife 
sightings. Commonwealth Bay, known as ‘home of 
the blizzard’, will be one of our attempted landings 
on the Southern Continent. If conditions allow, 
you will have the opportunity to step back in time 
as you see the historic Mawson’s Hut, walking 
through and immediately feeling connected with 
the men of that incredible expedition. Located 
west is Dumont D’Urville station, giving you 
the chance to see emperor penguins. While the 
breeding season is over, there may still be some 
around. Be exposed to the unpredictability of the 
region, with the expert team deciding the course 

Elephant seal, Macquarie Island

Emperor penguins, Ross Sea
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 Cruise    Cruise start/finish  1    Overnight stay 

of action each day. The team will make every attempt 
to have many landings and discovery excursions, 
including Zodiac cruising, kayaking, stand-up 
paddleboarding, as well as optional helicopter^ and 
submarine^ outings.  
Meals: B.L.D

Day 19-21 At sea
Farewell your adventure in the icy lands. Meals: B.L.D

Day 22 Macquarie Island~

Macquarie Island is one of the most wildlife rich places 
in the world, and is home to the royal penguin. Three 
other species on penguin also breed here, including the 
rockhopper, gentoo and the second largest species of 
penguin, the king penguin. You will always remember 
this experience as you are immersed in the noisy 
interactions, from hungry chicks and territorial disputes. 
Meals: B.L.D

Day 23-24 At sea
Continue sailing north to Australia. Meals: B.L.D

Day 25 Hobart, Australia
Your voyage ends this morning as you bid farewell to 
the crew. Meals: B

Mawson’s Hut at Cape Denison

To book contact your local travel agent or visit scenic.eu

All fares include: Pre-night hotel stay, all fees, taxes & port charges valued at up to €2.025pp
Deposit per person (required within 7 days of booking): 20% of cruise fare. All prices listed are per person, twin share and include taxes and charges, 
international flights are not included. *Earlybird offer of save up to €11.445 per person strictly limited and subject to availability. ^Helicopter and 
submarine experiences at additional cost, subject to regulatory approval, availability, weight restrictions, medical approval, weather and tidal 
conditions. ~Subject to permissions. All discounts have been included in the advertised cruise fare. Price correct as of 01/12/22. Printing errors 
reserved. For full terms and conditions refer to pages 50-53.

Voyage Prices & Offers                                   
Departure Dates 15 Dec 2024
Suite Category  Suite Category  
from from 

Full Fare  Full Fare  
fromfrom

Earlybird*  Earlybird*  
fromfrom

Verandah  € 29.840  € 27.060 
Deluxe Verandah  € 32.025  € 29.030 
Grand Deluxe  € 33.980  € 30.790 
Spa  € 42.260  € 38.240 
Panorama  € 64.340  € 58.110 
Grand Panorama  € 68.940  € 62.250 
Owner's Penthouse  € 75.840  € 68.460 
Two-bedroom Penthouse  € 118.560  € 107.115 

For full  
itinerary,  

latest  
availability  
and offers 

scan  
QR code 

Voyage 111S
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Taylor Valley, Antarctica

Royal Penguin. Macquarie Island

Antarctica’s Ross Sea: 
Majestic Ice & Wildlife

  24 Days   Hobart  > Dunedin

Unlike anything you have experienced before, an 
expedition to Antarctica’s Ross Sea Region on 
board Scenic Eclipse will leave you speechless. 
Follow in the footsteps of famed explorers as 
you witness humbling landscapes, abundant 
wildlife and treasured relics. This 24 day voyage 
will enable you the time to fully immerse in this 
marvellous region.

Day 01 Hobart, Australia
The crew will warmly greet you as you seamlessly 
board Scenic Eclipse. Toast the start of your 
expedition of a lifetime as you sail away from 
Australia. Meals: D

Day 02-03 At sea
As we begin sailing into the Southern Ocean, enjoy 
a sleep-in as you get comfortable with the rhythm 
of the ocean. The experienced crew are available to 
assist you with whatever you need. Relax and enjoy 
the bars, lounges, dining, and wellness facilities as 
you cruise towards Antarctica. Meals: B.L.D

Day 04 Macquarie Island~

Macquarie Island is one of the most wildlife rich 
places in the world, and is home to the endemic 
royal penguin. Three other species of penguin also 
breed here, including the rockhopper, gentoo and the 
second largest species of penguin, the king penguin. 
You will always remember this experience as you 
are immersed in the noisy interactions, from hungry 
chicks, courtship displays and territorial disputes. 
Meals: B.L.D

Day 05-06 At sea
Make yourself at home on board Scenic Eclipse and 
be immersed in unsurpassed luxury. Meals: B.L.D

Day 07-08 Balleny Islands
The windswept and remote Balleny Islands are 
heavily glaciated and have received few human 
visitors since their discovery in 1839. The rich 
waters surrounding result in diverse wildlife 
including humpback, fin and minke whales along 
with crabeater, Weddell, elephant and leopard 
seals. Cruise along the island and admire the rough, 
moody landscapes. Meals: B.L.D

Day 09-17 Antarctica’s Ross Sea Region
Nicknamed “The Last Ocean”, Antarctica’s Ross 
Sea is the most pristine piece of the ocean left 
on Earth. Untouched and rugged, your expedition 
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will be incomparable. Learn this amazing history of 
the Ross Sea, with famous explorers including Scott, 
Shackleton, Amundsen and Borchgrevink using this as 
a gateway on their quest to the South Pole. Throughout 
your voyage we will endeavour to explore some of their 
relics such as Scott’s Discovery and Terra Nova huts 
and Borchgrevink’s hut at Cape Adare. Visit some of the 
largest Adélie penguin rookeries in Antarctica, search for 
the elusive emperor penguin and Ross seals, and watch 
the waters abundant with whales and seals. Be exposed 
to the unpredictability of the region, with the expert team 
deciding the course of action each day. The team will 
make every attempt to have many landings and discovery 
excursions, including Zodiac cruising, kayaking, stand-up 
paddleboarding, as well as optional helicopter^ and 
submarine^ outings. Meals: B.L.D

Day 18-23 At sea
Farewell your adventure in the icy lands and set sail 
heading north to New Zealand. Share memories of your 
experiences with new-found friends. Meals: B.L.D

Day 24 Dunedin, New Zealand
Your voyage ends this morning as you say farewell to 
the crew. Meals: B

Adélie penguins, Cape Adare

To book contact your local travel agent or visit scenic.eu

All fares include: Pre-night hotel stay, all fees, taxes & port charges valued at up to €2.025pp
Deposit per person (required within 7 days of booking): 20% of cruise fare. All prices listed are per person, twin share and include taxes and 
charges, international flights are not included. #131S voyage is Dunedin to Dunedin. *Earlybird offer of save up to €11.445 per person strictly 
limited and subject to availability.^Helicopter and submarine experiences at additional cost, subject to regulatory approval, availability, weight 
restrictions, medical approval, weather and tidal conditions. ~Subject to permissions. All discounts have been included in the advertised cruise 
fare. Price correct as of 01/12/22. Printing errors reserved. For full terms and conditions refer to pages 50-53.

Voyage Prices & Offers                                   
Departure Dates 08 & 31#Jan 2025
Suite Category  Suite Category  
from from 

Full Fare  Full Fare  
fromfrom

Earlybird*  Earlybird*  
fromfrom

Verandah  € 29.840  € 27.060 
Deluxe Verandah  € 32.025  € 29.030 
Grand Deluxe  € 33.980  € 30.790 
Spa  € 42.260  € 38.240 
Panorama  € 64.340  € 58.110 
Grand Panorama  € 68.940  € 62.250 
Owner's Penthouse  € 75.840  € 68.460 
Two-bedroom Penthouse  € 118.560  € 107.115 

For full  
itinerary,   

latest  
availability  
and offers 

scan  
QR code 

Voyage 121S/131S

 Cruise    Cruise start/finish  1    Overnight stay 
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Antarctica, South Georgia & Falkland Islands
Breathtaking wildlife
Imagine seeing King penguin colonies with          
150,000 individuals, or 870,000 breeding 
pairs of Rockhopper penguins, plus fur and 
elephant seals and sea lions. Marvel at the 
beaches, soaring glaciated peaks and a history 
of whaling, Polar explorers, pioneers and war, 
all this on just two of the best-known of all 
Scotia Arc islands – the Falklands and South 
Georgia. Simply put, if you’re planning a trip to 
Antarctica, include these destinations for the 
trip of a lifetime.

A land of pristine beauty
Spend a day exploring the very-British capital, 
Stanley. Choose one of our Scenic Freechoice 
activities – a walking tour of the town or a 
Battlefield Tour detailing the Falklands War.  
Whether we approach South Georgia from 
north or south your first view is unforgettable. 
It might be waters off Bird Island roiling with 
penguins, fur and elephant seals; or the south 
coast’s ice-encrusted Salvesen Range soaring 
2,330 metres above. 

Stromness, South Georgia

Grytviken, South Georgia

Gold Harbour, South Georgia
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All fares include: Pre-night hotel stay, all fees, taxes & port charges valued at up to €2.375pp
Deposit per person (required within 7 days of booking): 20% of cruise fare. All prices listed are per person, twin share and include taxes and charges, 
international flights are not included. #311S 22 day itinerary sailing Buenos Aires to Ushuaia, no pre night included. +311S 23 day itinerary sailing 
Ushuaia to Buenos Aires.*Earlybird offer of save up to €10.725 per person strictly limited and subject to availability. All discounts have been 
included in the advertised cruise fare. Price correct as of 01/12/22. Printing errors reserved. For full terms and conditions refer to pages 50-53.
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 Cruise    Cruise start/finish  1    Overnight stay 

Antarctica, South Georgia  
& Falkland Islands

  20/23 Days     Buenos Aires > Buenos Aires

Little islands with big tales to tell. The South 
Georgia Islands are teeming with wildlife and 
exploration history, while the intriguing Falkland 
Islands are unique, as is the great white wonder 
of Antarctica. Penguins nest, waters are teeming 
with whales, orcas hunt in packs and elephant 
seals are busy guarding their harem.  

Day 1  Buenos Aires, 
Argentina   

Day 2 Buenos Aires >  
 Ushuaia
Day 3 At sea
Day 4-5   Falkland Islands  
Day 6 At sea 

Day 7-11  South Georgia 
Day 12  At sea 
Day 13-17  Antarctica 
Day 18-19  At sea 
Day 20   Ushuaia > 

Buenos Aires 

St Andrew’s Bay. South Georgia

To book contact your local travel agent or visit scenic.eu

Voyage Prices & Offers                                   
Departure Dates 27# Nov 2024 & 28 Feb 2025 30+Jan 2025
Suite Category  Suite Category  
from from 

Full Fare  Full Fare  
fromfrom

Earlybird*  Earlybird*  
fromfrom

Full Fare  Full Fare  
fromfrom

Earlybird*  Earlybird*  
fromfrom

Verandah  € 27.535  € 25.020  € 27.310  € 24.850 
Deluxe Verandah  € 29.635  € 26.910  € 29.110  € 26.470 
Grand Deluxe  € 31.525  € 28.615  € 30.730  € 27.930 
Spa  € 39.505  € 35.795  € 37.570  € 34.085 
Panorama  € 60.925  € 55.075  € 55.930  € 50.610 
Grand Panorama  € 65.335  € 59.040  € 59.710  € 54.010 
Owner's Penthouse  € 72.055  € 65.090  € 65.470  € 59.195 
Two-bedroom Penthouse  € 112.085  € 101.360  € 103.490  € 93.685 

For full  
itinerary,   

latest  
availability  
and offers 

scan  
QR code 

Voyage 201S/311S
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Antarctic Peninsula
The greatest adventure 
Reaching the Antarctic Peninsula is an 
adventure that starts even before you land 
on the white continent. Departing from South 
America’s Ushuaia, sail across the Drake 
Passage, famous for being one of the world’s 
most-fickle waterways. Scenic Eclipse’s 
strengthened hull and oversized zero-speed 
stabilisers mean you can check this ultimate 
exploration item from your list while enjoying 
smooth and comfortable navigation in the  
ultra-luxury of your Discovery Yacht.  

Extraordinary landscapes
Follow in the footsteps of earlier explorers. 
Breathe in the purest air on Earth and feel your 
pulse race as you take your first step onto the 
seventh continent. Take in the delicate sound 
of paddling through pack ice, while gazing in 
childlike wonder at the immense icebergs and 
spectacular landscapes. Be thrilled by a sudden 
whale blow as a humpback rises close by, and 
be mesmerised by the rosy blush of alpenglow 
on soaring mountain peaks. 

Zodiac excursion, Antarctic Peninsula

Adélie penguin, Fish Islands

Paddleboarding
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Antarctica in Depth
  13 Days     Buenos Aires > Buenos Aires

Quite simply, Antarctica defies the 
imagination. Pristine and strikingly beautiful, 
this awe-inspiring region of untouched 
icescapes, mountains rising from the sea, and 
incredible, diverse wildlife will literally take 
your breath away. Spend your days marvelling 
at the many wonders along the Antarctic 
Peninsula, with our Discovery Team on hand to 
provide insights into the geology, wildlife and 
history of this spectacular area.

Day 1   Buenos Aires, 
Argentina

Day 2   Buenos Aires > 
Ushuaia

Day 3-4  At sea

Day 5-10   Antarctica
Day 11-12 At sea
Day 13   Ushuaia, 

Argentina > 
Buenos Aires  Cruise    Cruise start/finish  1    Overnight stay 

 Pleneau Island. Antarctica

Adélie penguin, Fish Islands

Paddleboarding

To book contact your local travel agent or visit scenic.eu

All fares include: Pre-night hotel stay, all fees, taxes & port charges valued at up to €2.170pp
Deposit per person (required within 7 days of booking): 20% of cruise fare. All prices listed are per person, twin share and include taxes and charges, 
international flights are not included. *Earlybird offer of save up to €5.810 per person strictly limited and subject to availability. All discounts have 
been included in the advertised cruise fare. Price correct as of 01/12/22. Printing errors reserved. For full terms and conditions refer to pages 50-53.

Voyage Prices & Offers                                   
Departure Dates 17 & 28 Dec 2024 08 Jan 2025
Suite Category  Suite Category  
from from 

Full Fare  Full Fare  
fromfrom

Earlybird*  Earlybird*  
fromfrom

Full Fare  Full Fare  
fromfrom

Earlybird*  Earlybird*  
fromfrom

Verandah  € 15.220  € 13.915  € 16.320  € 14.905 
Deluxe Verandah  € 16.320  € 14.905  € 17.420  € 15.895 
Grand Deluxe  € 17.310  € 15.800  € 18.410  € 16.790 
Spa  € 21.490  € 19.560  € 22.590  € 20.550 
Panorama  € 32.710  € 29.660  € 33.810  € 30.650 
Grand Panorama  € 35.020  € 31.735  € 36.120  € 32.725 
Owner's Penthouse  € 38.540  € 34.905  € 39.640  € 35.895 
Two-bedroom Penthouse  € 60.305  € 54.715  € 62.505  € 56.695 

For full  
itinerary,   

latest  
availability  
and offers 

scan  
QR code 

Voyage 101S
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Beyond the Antarctic Circle
Great white wonder
On the west side of the Antarctic Peninsula, 
thread through pack ice and narrow channels 
where whales feed and penguins porpoise, 
to reach the Antarctic Circle at latitude 66° 
33’ South. Cross the Circle to enter Crystal 
Sound, a fairytale world of sculpted icebergs, 
snowclad mountains and the mysterious,  
ill-fated Base W on Detaille Island.

Unrivalled exploration
Exploring the Antarctic Peninsula’s more 
remote regions relies on Scenic Eclipse’s Polar 
Class 6 rating, and its design built to the latest 
uncompromising standards, to ensure the 
safest navigation through polar waters. For the 
ultimate Discovery Yacht experience, Scenic 
Eclipse features two on board helicopters^ and 
a custom-built submarine^, to forge memories 
above and below the shimmering seas.

^Flights on board our two helicopters, helicopter experiences and 
submarine at additional cost, subject to regulatory approval, availability, 
weight restrictions, medical approval and weather and ice conditions. 

Detaille island, Antarctica

Humpback whale

Ice Flow, South of the Antarctic Circle
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Drake
Passage

Beagle Channel

Antarctic Peninsula 

Antarctic Circle

Lemaire Channel

Port Lockroy

South Orkney
Islands

Ushuaia

South Shetland Islands

Buenos
Aires

Argentina

1

11

 Cruise    Cruise start/finish  1    Overnight stay 

Beyond the Antarctic Circle
  13 Days     Buenos Aires > Buenos Aires

Combining the splendour of the Antarctic 
Peninsula with a specific goal – to reach the 
latitude 66° 33’ south. By crossing the Antarctica 
Circle, you will join an elite group of people 
who not only have been to Antarctica but have 
ventured into a region seldom visited. Raise 
your glass and take pride in venturing where few 
people have explored.

Day 1   Buenos Aires, 
Argentina   

Day 2   Buenos Aires > 
Ushuaia  

Day 3-4  At sea  
Day 5-7   Beyond 

Antarctic Circle  

Day 8-10  Antarctica 
Day 11-12 At sea  
Day 13   Ushuaia, 

Argentina > 
Buenos Aires 

Detaille island. Antarctica

To book contact your local travel agent or visit scenic.eu

All fares include: Pre-night hotel stay, all fees, taxes & port charges valued at up to €2.170pp
Deposit per person (required within 7 days of booking): 20% of cruise fare. All prices listed are per person, twin share and include taxes and charges, 
international flights are not included. *Earlybird offer of save up to €5.810 per person strictly limited and subject to availability. ^Helicopter and 
submarine experiences at additional cost, subject to regulatory approval, availability, weight restrictions, medical approval, weather and tidal 
conditions. All discounts have been included in the advertised cruise fare. Price correct as of 01/12/22. Printing errors reserved. For full terms and 
conditions refer to pages 50-53.

Voyage Prices & Offers                                   
Departure Dates 19 Jan & 17 Feb 2025
Suite Category  Suite Category  
from from 

Full Fare  Full Fare  
fromfrom

Earlybird*  Earlybird*  
fromfrom

Verandah  € 16.320  € 14.905 
Deluxe Verandah  € 17.420  € 15.895 
Grand Deluxe  € 18.410  € 16.790 
Spa  € 22.590  € 20.550 
Panorama  € 33.810  € 30.650 
Grand Panorama  € 36.120  € 32.725 
Owner's Penthouse  € 39.640  € 35.895 
Two-bedroom Penthouse  € 62.505  € 56.695 

For full  
itinerary,   

latest  
availability  
and offers 

scan  
QR code 

Voyage 101S
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Our Cherish the Planet ethos is built 
in accordance with the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals. The 
sustainability agenda reinforces our 
commitment to environmentally responsible 
tourism and protecting the places we visit. 

We aim to leave as small a footprint as 
possible while proudly forming positive and 
enriching associations with the communities 
we visit.  

To learn more. visit www.scenic.eu/ 
why-scenic/cherish-the-planet

Scenic’s Cherish the Planet ethos is more than sustainability. It’s a commitment 
to creating positive change, sustainable practices and rich community 
partnerships, leaving as small a footprint as possible.

Our Commitment to a Sustainable Future
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Enrich Your World with Scenic
As a proudly Australian-founded company, for 37 years the pursuit of wonder has 
led us to search more than 60 countries to create unique luxury itineraries. 

Truly All-Inclusive  
River Cruising 
Europe and South East Asia
Scenic’s 5-star Space-Ships are 
custom-built to navigate Europe’s 
waterways and provide you with 
abundant space on board for a 
relaxing all-inclusive river cruise.

With only up to 163 guests, 
enjoy a small-ship, personalised 
experience. Indulge in up to five 
world-class dining experiences 
and relax in the Salt Therapy 
Lounge when cruising the Rhine, 
Maine, Danube, South of France 
and Bordeaux regions.

In South East Asia, Scenic’s 
owned and operated 5-star luxury 
boutique ship Scenic Spirit cruises 
the Mekong River. Each suite 
offers separate living and bedroom 
areas, walk-in wardrobes, a private 
Scenic Sun Lounge and trademark 
Scenic Slumber Bed. A range of 
dining experiences, an extensive 
international beverage list, 
Scenic Enrich and Scenic 
Freechoice excursions are 
included, so you can enjoy a truly 
personalised experience. 

Unrivalled Ocean  
Voyages 
Antarctica, the Arctic, 
Europe and the Mediterranean, 
the Americas and more 
With the arrival of Scenic 
Eclipse II in April 2023, we 
will be taking guests further 
than ever before. The voyages 
collection spans over 54 
remarkable countries across all 
seven continents. 

From marvelling at polar bears 
in the pristine ice world of the 
Arctic, to observing humpback 
whales on a guided kayak 
in Canada, or soaring above 
the Californian coast in one 
of Scenic Eclipse’s Airbus 
helicopters. This is the future  
of worldwide discovery.

Unforgettable 
handcrafted  
land journeys
Australia, Japan, Canada, 
Egypt and more
Scenic’s handcrafted luxury 
land journeys are designed 
to capture the extraordinary 
wonders of the destinations.

The all-inclusive sightseeing 
and services of a dedicated Tour 
Director and knowledgeable 
local guides make the journey 
truly unforgettable. 

Scenic Eclipse. Antarctica

Scenic Spirit, Mekong River

Cockburn Range,  
Western Australia

Scenic Jasper, Moselle

^Flights on board our two helicopters. 
helicopter experiences and submarine 
at additional cost. subject to regulatory 
approval. availability. weight restrictions. 
medical approval and weather and ice 
conditions.

We would be delighted to assist you to plan and 
book your next journey. For more information,  
visit scenic.eu or your local Travel Agent.
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Scenic Eclipse 
2024-2025 
Voyage Calendar

Date Days Voyage Name Cruise from Cruise to Voyage

12 Oct 2024 13 Bermuda & The Bahamas New York Nassau 311U.1

24 Oct 2024 13 Island Odyssey: Bahamas 
to the Grenadines Nassau Bridgetown 101J.1

05 Nov 2024 12 Crossing the Equator  
- Barbados to Brazil Bridgetown Rio de Janeiro  501R.1

16 Nov 2024 12 Rhythms of the  
Brazilian Coastline Rio de Janeiro Buenos Aires 601L.1

27 Nov 2024 22 Antarctica, South Georgia  
& The Falklands Islands Buenos Aires Ushuaia 311S.1

17 Dec 2024 13 Antarctic in Depth:  
A Magical Christmas Ushuaia Ushuaia 101S.1

28 Dec 2024 13 Antarctic in Depth:  
New Year Wishes Ushuaia Ushuaia 101S.1

08 Jan 2025 13 Antarctic in Depth Ushuaia Ushuaia 101S.1

19 Jan 2025 13 Beyond the Antarctic Circle Ushuaia Ushuaia 101S.1

30 Jan 2025 20 Antarctica, South Georgia 
& The Falklands Islands Ushuaia Ushuaia 201S.1

17 Feb 2025 13 Beyond the Antarctic Circle Ushuaia Ushuaia 101S.1

28 Feb 2025 23 Antarctica, South Georgia 
& The Falklands Islands Ushuaia Buenos Aires 311S.2

22 Mar 2025 13 Rhythms of the Brazilian 
Coastline Buenos Aires Rio de Janeiro 301L.2

03 Apr 2025 20 Crossing the Equator -  
Rio to the Spanish Riviera Rio de Janeiro Malaga 401R.1

22 Apr 2025 09
Treasures of Spain:  
Costa del Sol & The 
Balearic Islands

Malaga Barcelona 901M.1

30 Apr 2025 09 Mediterranean Escapade: 
Spain & the French Riviera Barcelona Monte Carlo 111M.1
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Date Days Voyage Name Cruise from Cruise to Voyage

08 May 2025 09 Alluring Rivieras: Côte 
d'Azur & Italian Coastline Monte Carlo Civitavecchia 121M.1

16 May 2025 09 Italian Icons:  
Islands & Culture Civitavecchia Civitavecchia 131M.1

24 May 2025 09 Amalfi Coast &  
Southern France Civitavecchia Nice 401M.1

01 Jun 2025 09 French Riviera & the 
Catalan Coastline Nice Barcelona 141M.2

09 Jun 2025 11 Spain & Portugal: Catalonia 
Coastlines to the Algarve Barcelona Lisbon 301M.2

19 Jun 2025 12
Portugal to Ireland:  
The History & Traditions  
of Europe

Lisbon Dublin 311E.2

30 Jun 2025 13 Northern Legends: Ireland, 
Scotland & Iceland Dublin Reykjavik 301B.2

12 Jul 2025 11 Circumnavigating Iceland  
& Crossing the Arctic Circle Reykjavik Reykjavik 611N.1

22 Jul 2025 12 Magical Iceland & 
Norwegian Fjords Reykjavik Bergen 701E.1

02 Aug 2025 15 Norwegian Fjords & 
Crossing the Arctic Circle Bergen Longyearbyen 121N.2

15 Aug 2025 12 Glaciers & Wildlife of 
Svalbard Longyearbyen Longyearbyen 101N.1

25 Aug 2025 16 Norwegian Fjords & 
Crossing the Arctic Circle Longyearbyen Bergen 801E.1

09 Sep 2025 13
Norway to Portugal:  
The History & Traditions  
of Europe

Bergen Lisbon 111E.2

23 Sep 2025 18 Crossing the Equator: 
Portugal to Brazil Lisbon Rio de Janeiro 101R.2

10 Oct 2025 13 Rhythms of the  
Brazilian Coastline Rio de Janeiro Buenos Aires 701L.1

Cruise Journey Combinations
Why settle for just one cruise on Scenic Eclipse?  

Continue your journey of discovery with our  
hand curated cruise journey combinations. Extend  

your Scenic Eclipse cruise with consecutive cruises  
and build your ultimate itinerary. Contact Scenic or  

your local travel advisor for more information.
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Scenic Eclipse II 
2024-2025 
Voyage Calendar

Date Days Voyage Name Cruise from Cruise to Voyage 
code

08 Nov 2024 13 Pure New Zealand:  
North & South Islands Auckland Milford Sound 101Q.1

18 Nov 2024 18 New Zealand In Depth Milford Sound Auckland 201Q.2

05 Dec 2024 13 Pure New Zealand:  
North & South Islands Auckland Milford Sound 101Q.1

16 Dec 2024 24 Mawson’s Antarctica:  
Along the East Coast Milford Sound Hobart 111S.2

08 Jan 2025 24 Antarctica's Ross Sea: 
Majestic Ice & Wildlife Hobart Dunedin 121S.1

31 Jan 2025 24 Antarctica's Ross Sea: 
Majestic Ice & Wildlife Dunedin Dunedin 131S.1

23 Feb 2025 12 New Zealand Delights Dunedin Auckland 301Q.2

06 Mar 2025 12
Along the East Coast of 
Australia: Beaches & the 
Great Barrier Reef

Auckland Cairns 401O.2

17 Mar 2025 17 Northern Australia & the 
Indonesian Archipelago Cairns Bali 501O.2

02 Mar 2025 17 Natural Treasures of 
Indonesia, Borneo & Taiwan Bali Keelung  

(Taipei) 101T.2

18 Apr 2025 17 Japan's Southern Islands  
& Cultural Heritage

Keelung  
(Taipei) Tokyo 501A.2

04 May 2025 17 Circumnavigation of Japan: 
Cultures & Traditions Tokyo Tokyo 601A.1

20 May 2025 18 Japan & South Korea  
In Depth Tokyo Osaka 701A.2

06 Jun 2025 15 Natural Wonders of Japan 
and Taipei Osaka Keelung  

(Taipei) 801A.1

20 Jun 2025 17 Natural Treasures of 
Indonesia, Borneo & Taiwan

Keelung  
(Taipei) Bali 101T.1
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Date Days Voyage Name Cruise from Cruise to Voyage 
code

06 Jul 2025 16 Discover Komodo  
& The Spice Islands Bali Darwin 201T.1

21 Jul 2025 15
Discover the Kimberley 
Coastline: An Ancient 
Wilderness

Darwin Broome 101O.1

31 Jul 2025 11
Uncover the Kimberley 
Coastline: An Ancient 
Wilderness

Broome Darwin 101O.2

10 Aug 2025 15
Discover the Kimberley 
Coastline: An Ancient 
Wilderness

Darwin Broome 101O.1

20 Aug 2025 15
Australian Odyssey:  
Western Australia &  
The Abrolhos Islands

Broome Fremantle 111O.1

03 Sep 2025 15
Australian Odyssey:  
Western Australia &  
The Abrolhos Islands

Fremantle Broome 111O.2

17 Sep 2025 11
Uncover the Kimberley 
Coastline: An Ancient 
Wilderness

Broome Darwin 101O.2

27 Sep 2025 15 Secrets of Indonesia:   
Spice Islands & Raja Ampat Darwin Darwin 301T.1

11 Oct 2025 16
Australia’s Top End & Papua 
New Guinea: Cape York to the 
Great Barrier Reef

Darwin Cairns 601O.2

26 Oct 2025 15 Papua New Guinea In Depth Cairns Cairns 141F.1

09 Nov 2025 13 South Pacific Discovery Cairns Lautoka 151F.1

21 Nov 2025 13 Treasures of the Pacific:  
The Yasawas to New Zealand Lautoka Auckland 161F.1

03 Dec 2025 12 Pure New Zealand:  
North & South Islands Auckland Milford Sound 101Q.1

Cruise Journey Combinations
Why settle for just one cruise on Scenic Eclipse?  

Continue your journey of discovery with our  
hand curated cruise journey combinations. Extend  

your Scenic Eclipse cruise with consecutive cruises  
and build your ultimate itinerary. Contact Scenic or  

your local travel advisor for more information.
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Please read these terms and conditions of travel carefully 
before you book. These apply to all bookings made from 1 
March 2021 and govern, to the extent effectively agreed, the 
contractual relationship between you and Scenic Cruises 
International GmbH (hereinafter referred to as “SCENIC”) in 
addition to the statutory provisions.
For flights the conditions of carriage of the operating air 
carrier apply in addition; in the case of scheduled flights with 
international airlines also the general conditions of carriage 
apply, which are available from your travel agent or online.
Before you enter into a package travel contract, we are 
required by law to provide you with the significant details of 
your package holiday and to notify you of your rights under 
EU Directive 2015/2302. 
 ·   Information on your package holiday is set out in the 

general and specific descriptions of travel services and in 
these terms and conditions of travel. 

 ·  Your rights under EU Directive 2015/2302 are set out at 
the end of these terms and conditions in the standard 
form required by law. 

 Please take note in particular of the following information:
 ·  If, for any reason, you cancel your holiday, cancellation 

charges will apply. In cases provided for in these terms 
and conditions, we may also cancel your booking.

 ·  You may make amendments to your booking but there 
will be a charge for this.

 ·  We recommend that you take out travel insurance that is 
appropriate to your needs.

 ·  We are responsible for your package holiday in 
accordance with these terms and conditions of travel 
and in the case of defective performance will pay 
compensation when appropriate.

1       GENERAL
The following terms and conditions of travel form, together 
with the general information and tour specifications in 
our travel brochure, your contract with Scenic Cruises 
International GmbH, phone: 0800 554 1415, email: info@
scenic.eu, hereinafter referred to as “SCENIC”, with a 
registered business address of Wallbrunnstrasse 24, 79539 
Lörrach, Germany. 
SCENIC operates river and ocean cruises and shore 
excursions (accompanied tours) in accordance with the 
following terms and conditions under the brands Scenic 
Luxury Cruises & Tours and Emerald Cruises. 
All references in these terms and conditions of travel to 
“holiday”, “booking”, “cruise”, “travel/tour” or “arrangements” 
refer to these travel services unless otherwise stated. In 
these terms and conditions of travel, “traveller”, “passenger”, 
“you” and “your” means all persons named in the booking 
(including all persons who are added or substituted at a later 
date) and “we” “us” and “our” means SCENIC. 
In these terms and conditions, headings are intended 
exclusively for ease of overview and not to be binding as 
regards the substance or the interpretation of the clauses.
The terms and conditions of travel shall be effective if 
provided to the traveller before or on entering into the 
contract. The terms and conditions are included with the 
travel brochure provided to the traveller / given to the 
traveller in the travel agency and, in addition, provided again 
together with confirmation of receipt of the booking enquiry.
 2       TRAVEL CONTRACT, CONCLUSION OF THE CONTRACT
(1) By making a travel booking, the traveller makes a binding 
offer to SCENIC to enter into a travel contract (booking 
request). The booking may be made in writing or orally. 
Electronic bookings (by email or online) are made directly 
with SCENIC or through travel agents and/or their electronic 
booking systems, contracted by SCENIC to sell its holidays. 
Where bookings are made electronically, an electronic 
confirmation of receipt of the booking shall not constitute 
acceptance of the offer to enter into a contract.
 (2)  The person who makes the booking is the lead traveller; 
he functions as the contact person also on behalf of all the 
other travellers listed in the booking. The lead traveller shall 
be responsible for all contractual obligations of the fellow 
travellers, on whose behalf he books, as if they were his own, 
provided always that he has undertaken this obligation by an 
express and separate commitment.
(3)  The travel contract comes into effect only on receipt of 
a written booking advice from SCENIC with effect for all 
the travellers named in the booking and on the basis of the 
specifications set out in the travel confirmation/invoice and 
these terms and conditions of travel. 
(4) If the content of the booking advice differs from that of 
the booking, this constitutes a new offer to the traveller. 
SCENIC shall be bound to this for a period of 10 days from 
receipt of the booking advice. The travel contract comes 
into effect on the basis of the new offer where the traveller 
accepts the offer within this period by express declaration, 
payment of a deposit or the outstanding amount or by 

starting the travel.
 (5) SCENIC wishes to draw your attention to the fact that, 
according to the German statutory provisions governing 
package contracts entered into at a distance (e.g. by letter, 
telephone, email, telemedia or online services), no right of 
withdrawal exists; only the statutory or contractual rights to 
terminate the contract apply. 
3      SCOPE OF SERVICES
 (1) SCENIC’s obligation to provide services comprises the 
transportation and accommodation and any further services 
agreed for the registered travellers and results exclusively 
from the content of the booking advice in conjunction with 
the travel brochure/catalogue valid for the dates of travel 
and/or the description of travel including all information 
and explanations set out therein. Ancillary agreements or 
other agreements that modify the scope of the contractual 
services require SCENIC’s written confirmation.
 (2) Booking offices (e.g. travel agents, tour operators) and 
service providers (e.g. hotels, transport companies) are 
not authorised by SCENIC to agree arrangements, provide 
information or make changes.
 (3)  If a booking office provides the traveller with hotel 
or local brochures or other information, the information 
contained therein shall not affect the travel services agreed 
with SCENIC unless expressly agreed with SCENIC and 
confirmed by SCENIC.
4        TOUR PRICE AND PAYMENT, INSOLVENCY PROTECTION 

CERTIFICATE
(1) The tour price is based on the cabin category as indicated 
the travel brochure or catalogue valid for the date of the 
travel booking and/or the description of travel including all 
information and explanations set out therein. Upgrades to 
other cabin types may be available at additional cost. Please 
note that individual cabin number requests are a request 
only and cannot be guaranteed. You must check the price of 
your chosen holiday at the date of booking. Departure taxes 
are not included in the tour price. These are payable by the 
passenger locally.
(2) The tour price is payable directly to SCENIC by credit card 
or bank transfer. Unless otherwise expressly agreed with 
SCENIC, payments to travel agents do not discharge your 
liability to make payment.
(3) To protect travellers’ payments SCENIC has arranged 
insolvency insurance. The certificate of insolvency protection 
is included with your booking advice.
(4) After entering the contract and receipt of the certificate 
of insolvency protection a deposit is payable which will be 
credited towards the tour price. The deposit is 20% of the 
tour price. The deposit must be paid within seven (7) days 
by bank transfer or credit card to SCENIC’s bank account as 
specified in the booking advice. The outstanding amount is 
due no later than 30 days before the start of travel provided 
that the certificate of insolvency protection has been 
supplied. Where bookings are made less than 30 days before 
the start of travel, the full tour price is due immediately on 
receipt of the certificate of insolvency protection. 
(5) The electronic travel documents will be sent after full 
payment has been received and full passport details of all 
the travel participants registered by the lead traveller have 
been supplied.
5       FAILURE TO PAY
(1)  If the traveller does not fulfil his payment obligations 
within the periods specified, SCENIC may, after having 
issued an overdue notice to the traveller setting a new 
deadline for payment and such period expiring without 
payment being made, terminate the travel contract and 
claim compensation in the form of a cancellation fee as 
specified in clause 10 of these terms and conditions of 
travel. This is without prejudice to the right of the traveller to 
prove that no costs arose or that the costs were considerably 
lower. SCENIC reserves the right to pass on to the traveller 
the additional expenses arising (e.g. bank charges, fees 
for failed direct debits, debt collection fees) as a result of 
non-payment or a failure to make full payment and where 
a formal overdue notice is issued to charge the traveller the 
cost of such notice.
(2)  Unless the tour price is paid in full, the traveller shall 
not be entitled to the travel documents and the provision 
of travel services by SCENIC. The travel documents that 
provide the traveller with a legal entitlement towards service 
providers to provide the travel services are, as a matter of 
principle, only supplied on full payment of the tour price. 
6       VARIATIONS TO THE SERVICES
(1) We expressly reserve the right – before confirming your 
travel – to make changes for objective reasons to the prices 
and information stated concerning the contractual travel 
services and to the catalogue particulars and/or description 
of travel and, in particular, to correct errors. SCENIC will 
naturally inform the traveller of all changes before entering 

the contract.
(2) Changes to travel services to the services contractually 
agreed that become necessary after entering the contract 
are permitted. This applies in particular but is not limited 
to changes resulting from the particular characteristics of 
shipping. 
This is conditional on the changes being insignificant 
within the meaning of section 651f, subsection 2, of the 
German Civil Code, SCENIC not acting in bad faith in their 
introduction, and the changes being reasonable and not 
affecting the overall design or the overall character of 
the booked travel. The same applies in particular also to 
changes to sailing times and port stays and/or to routes 
(in particular for safety or weather reasons), which are a 
matter exclusively for the captain responsible for the vessel 
to decide. This shall be without prejudice to any warranty 
claims of the traveller. 
SCENIC and/or its agents shall inform the traveller of such 
a change to the services in a clear, comprehensible and 
prominent manner on a durable medium (e.g. by letter, fax 
or email) without delay on becoming aware of the reason 
necessitating the change and before the start of travel, as 
provided for in section 651f, subsection 2, of the German Civil 
Code. If objections to the changes are raised, the booking 
advice shall prevail. 
(3)  If after entering the contract SCENIC can provide the 
travel only with a significant alteration to one of the main 
characteristics of the travel services or cannot meet 
special requirements requested by the passenger which 
have become contractually agreed, SCENIC is entitled 
before the start of the travel to propose to the customer a 
corresponding contractual change or, at its discretion, to 
offer the customer an alternative tour (substitute travel) 
(section 651g of the German Civil Code). SCENIC may, 
before the start of the travel, require the traveller within 
a reasonable period specified to accept the significant 
variations to the contract or to terminate the contract 
without paying a cancellation fee. In the notification of 
the changes, SCENIC shall expressly draw the traveller’s 
attention to this deadline.
The traveller may respond to the notification by either 
accepting the contractual change, requesting to participate 
in substitute travel, where this was offered to him, or 
terminating the contract without a fee. If the traveller does 
not respond or does not respond within the specified period, 
the amendment notified is deemed accepted. This shall be 
without prejudice to any warranty claims, however, if the 
amended services are not in conformity with the contract.
(4) The traveller must be bear and/or reimburse any 
additional expenses arising by reason of a quarantine 
beyond the scope of SCENIC’s responsibility. 
(5) Please note that the allocation of seats by airlines is 
limited by the number of seats available in each category. 
Airlines accept changes to advance seat reservations 
until shortly before departure. Further, seat reservations 
are possible, at the earliest, when flight times have been 
published. In addition, in accordance with official safety 
rules, certain seats, in particular those in the emergency exit 
rows with greater legroom (XL seats), cannot be reserved for 
all categories of traveller.
7       CHANGES TO THE TRAVEL ROUTE 
(1) Following the start of travel, SCENIC shall inform 
travellers without undue delay within a reasonable period 
of any changes to the route of their ocean or river cruise 
(hereinafter both ocean cruises and river cruises are referred 
to as a “cruise”). 
(2) Circumstances that can result in a change to the travel 
route or cruise, in particular for safety or weather reasons, 
are, for example, high or low water levels in a waterway or 
port, ports or locks that are closed, storms, storm warnings 
and unforeseen circumstances beyond the control of 
SCENIC. Changes to the travel route or cruise may, in 
addition, include:
(a)    the use of substitute vessels for part or all of the cruise;
(b)   cabin changes on a vessel;
(c)    additional embarkations and disembarkations;
(d)   changes to the destinations to be visited and to 
departure and arrival times;
(e)   a reduction or increase in the period of stay in a 
particular location.
This shall be without prejudice to any warranty claims.
8       PRICE CHANGES
(1) SCENIC reserves the right to change the price stated and 
confirmed in the booking subject to the following conditions. 
(a) The period between the date the contract was entered 
and the agreed date of travel amounts to more than 20 days; 
the circumstances resulting in the increase occurred after 
the contract was entered and the price increase is limited 
to the passing on of increased costs and fees resulting 
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from the increased price of the carriage of passengers 
resulting from higher costs for fuel or other power sources, 
an increase in the level of taxes and other fees for agreed 
travel services such as tourist taxes, port or airport taxes 
or changes to the exchange rates applicable to the relevant 
package travel.
(b)  Where the increase applies on seat-by-seat basis, 
SCENIC may require the traveller concerned to pay the 
additional amount. In other cases, the additional costs of 
carriage imposed by the carrier per vehicle shall be divided 
by the number of seats in the agreed vehicle. SCENIC may 
require the traveller to pay the resulting increase in the price 
of an individual seat. 
(c) SCENIC shall notify the traveller clearly and 
comprehensibly on a durable medium of the price increase 
and its justification and provide a calculation for the 
increase in price A price increase shall be effective only if 
it fulfils these requirements and the traveller is notified no 
later than 20 days before the start of the travel.
(2)  Where a price increase exceeds 8% SCENIC may require 
the traveller either to accept the offer relating to the price 
increase or to terminate the travel contract in good time 
(within a period specified by SCENIC) without paying a 
cancellation fee. An offer relating to a price increase cannot 
be made where 20 days or fewer remain before the travel 
is due to start. Following the expiry of the period specified 
by SCENIC, the offer relating to the price increase shall be 
deemed accepted unless the traveller has terminated the 
contract. In the offer relating to a price increase, SCENIC 
may also offer the traveller an alternative tour.
(3) SCENIC must grant the traveller a reduction in the tour 
price if and to the extent that, after entering the contract 
and before the start of the travel, the abovementioned 
prices, taxes or exchange rates have changed, resulting in 
decreased costs for SCENIC. If the traveller has paid more 
than the amount due following such reduction, SCENIC 
must refund the overpayment. SCENIC may, however, deduct 
administrative expensive actually incurred from the amount 
to be refunded. At the traveller’s request, SCENIC must prove 
that the administrative expenses were incurred.
9        CHANGING THE BOOKING, TRANSFER OF THE PACKAGE 

TO ANOTHER TRAVELLER
(1)  If, after entering the contract and before the start of 
the travel, the traveller requests changes to the contract 
(e.g. dates of travel, destination, accommodation, means 
of transport, departure airports), SCENIC will endeavour 
to satisfy the traveller’s request. Travellers do not have a 
right to amend or change their booking. If, at the traveller’s 
request, changes are made not affecting the overall profile 
of the tour (maintaining, in particular, the duration of the tour 
and the tour price), SCENIC shall charge a processing fee of 
EUR 50 per traveller. Change fees are due immediately.
(2)  Before the start of the travel, the traveller may notify 
SCENIC in writing that another traveller is replacing him 
in relation to the rights and obligations under the package 
travel contract. SCENIC must receive the notification no 
later than seven days before the start of travel. SCENIC 
may reject the transfer to another traveller if this person 
does not satisfy the contractual travel requirements or 
his participation is precluded by legislative provisions or 
official order. 
If the contract is transferred to another traveller, the original 
traveller and the new traveller (the transferee) shall be jointly 
and severally liable to SCENIC for the payment of the tour 
price and the additional costs arising from the transfer. 
SCENIC may claim the reimbursement of additional costs 
if and to the extent these are reasonable and SCENIC has 
actually incurred such. SCENIC will provide the traveller 
with proof of the additional costs arising from the transfer to 
another traveller.
(3)  On scheduled flights a change of passenger is only 
possible, provided availability exists, by cancelling the 
existing booking and making a new booking. In this case, the 
provisions of clause 10 (Termination by the traveller) shall 
apply accordingly.
10     TERMINATION BY THE TRAVELLER
(1)  The traveller may terminate the contract at any time 
before the start of the travel by notifying his travel agent 
or SCENIC directly (TERMINATION or CANCELLATION). 
Travellers are recommended to communicate the 
termination in writing. In determining the relevant date, 
receipt of the notice of termination by SCENIC or the travel 
agent shall be decisive.  
If the traveller terminates before the start of the travel or 
does not participate in the tour, SCENIC shall be entitled 
to appropriate compensation unless the termination is 
attributable to SCENIC or unavoidable and extraordinary 
circumstances occur at the place of destination or its 
immediate vicinity, significantly affecting the performance of 
the travel services or which significantly affect the carriage 
of passengers to the destination. Circumstances shall 
be regarded as unavoidable and extraordinary within the 
meaning of this clause, where they are outside the control of 
the party who invokes them and their consequences could 

not have been avoided even if all reasonable measures had 
been taken.
The amount of the compensation is determined in 
accordance with the cruise fare less the value of SCENIC’s 
cost savings and the income SCENIC generates from 
alternative deployment of the travel services. The 
compensation will be standardised and differentiated in 
accordance with the period between the date at which the 
traveller’s notice of termination is received and the start of 
the travel and the nature of the travel booked. In application 
of these principles, SCENIC may claim compensation for 
each traveller registered in accordance with the following 
scale:
150 days or more before the start of the travel
- 3 % of the tour price
149 to 50 days before the start of the travel
- 20 % of the tour price
49 to 30 days before the start of the travel
- 30 % of the tour price
29 to 22 days before the start of the travel
-  40 % of the tour price
21 to 15 days before the start of the travel
-60 % of the tour price
14 days or less before the start of travel
- 80 % of the tour price 
no-show, cancellation on the day on which travel begins and 
  cancellation after the tour
- 95 % of the tour price
(2) Compensation / cancellation fees are due immediately.
(3)  In the case of a partial cancellation, where one full fare 
paying traveller originally booked in a cabin on the basis 
of two persons sharing cancels and as a consequence 
the remaining traveller uses the cabin booked as a single 
cabin, SCENIC shall be entitled to the cancellation fees 
specified the above table and, in any event, standardised 
compensation amounting to no less than 80 % of the pro-
rata tour price. 
The same shall apply in the case of a partial cancellation 
where one full fare paying passenger booked in a cabin 
on the basis of several persons sharing cancels and as a 
consequence the cabin originally booked on the basis of 
full occupancy is used by a reduced number of passengers. 
In this case, SCENIC reserves the right to change the cabin 
booked. 
(4)  If service providers, in particular transport companies, 
charge SCENIC higher fees, cancellation fees up to the price 
of the travel and/or the flight may apply. Where external 
service providers involved in the provision of the tour have 
cancellation terms and charges which differ from these set 
out here, their cancellation terms shall apply where this is 
expressly stated in the booking advice.
(5) SCENIC reserves the right to claim in place of the 
standardised compensation set out above a higher level of 
compensation calculated on an individual basis on condition 
that SCENIC proves that it has occurred costs that are 
significantly greater than those covered by the standardised 
level of compensation. In this case, SCENIC must provide 
proof of the compensation asserted, setting out a detailed 
calculation which takes account of the costs saved. 
(6)  The traveller is entitled to prove to SCENIC that no 
loss has occurred or that the loss arising is considerably 
lower than the costs accounted for in the standardised 
compensation amount applicable in that case.
(7)   The traveller is hereby expressly advised that travel 
insurance including cancellation cover is recommended. 
However, travel insurance including cancellation cover is not 
included in the tour price.
11     TERMINATION BY SCENIC
(1)  SCENIC reserves the right in the following cases to 
terminate the travel contract in full or in part before the start 
of travel (Rücktritt) or after the start of travel (Kündigung):
(a)   Where the number of persons enrolled is smaller 
than the minimum number specified, provided that 
SCENIC has stated the minimum number of persons in 
the tour description concerned and fixed a date prior to 
the contractually agreed start of the travel by which the 
notification must have been received by the traveller and 
in the booking advice specifies the minimum number of 
persons and the latest date by which it may terminate 
or refers to the relevant details in the advertisement for 
the travel. SCENIC must notify the traveller of the trip 
cancellation without undue delay where it is clear that the 
trip cannot be operated because the number of persons 
enrolled is lower than the minimum number specified. The 
termination of the contract must be notified to the traveller, 
in the case of trips lasting more than six days, no later than 
20 days before the start of the travel and, in the case of 
trips lasting between two and six days, no later than seven 
days before the start of the travel. If it is clear at an earlier 
date that the minimum number of persons specified for 
a trip cannot be achieved, SCENIC will exercise its right to 
terminate without undue delay. 

 (b)   Where performance of the travel contract is prevented 
because of unavoidable and extraordinary circumstances as 
specified in Section 561h, subsection 4, of the German Civil 
Code, SCENIC shall terminate the contract immediately on 
becoming aware of the grounds for termination. 
If carriage of the passenger to the place of departure or 
to another place agreed by the parties (return travel) is 
covered by the contract and impossible to ensure because 
of unavoidable and extraordinary circumstances, SCENIC 
shall, in accordance with Section 651k, subsection 4, of the 
German Civil Code and subject to the exceptions provided 
for in Section 651k, subsection 5, of the German Civil Code, 
bear the cost of necessary accommodation for the traveller 
for a period not exceeding three nights.
In the cases covered by paragraphs 1(a) and 1(b), SCENIC 
shall offer the traveller a FUTURE TRAVEL CREDIT (FTC) 
voucher.
(2)  In the event of non-payment of the tour price when 
due, in circumstances where issue of an overdue notice 
specifying a further deadline for payment has not resulted in 
payment, as specified in clause 5 (Failure to pay).
(3) Further, before or after the start of the travel, SCENIC 
may terminate the contract in full or in part without being 
required to observe a notice period where
(a) the mental or physical condition of a traveller does not 
allow him to (continue his) travel, as this condition makes 
the traveller unfit to travel or constitutes a danger for the 
traveller himself or another person on board. In such a case, 
carriage may be denied or the traveller’s holiday may be 
terminated at any time. SCENIC shall not be responsible 
for any additional costs arising. The same applies where 
as a result of a mental or physical disability a passenger 
requires special care going beyond the contractually agreed 
services of SCENIC and the passenger does not have an 
accompanying person who is able to provide this care; 
(b)  the traveller brings on board weapons, munitions, 
explosive or flammable substances or similar; further, when 
he consumes illegal drugs or brings these on board and/
or commits criminal offences. Termination shall also be 
justified where an attempt is made to commit the above;
(c) the traveller booked providing false details of his identity, 
address and ID document;
(d)  the traveller, despite a formal warning from SCENIC, 
disrupts the operation of the tour so persistently or behaves 
contrary to the terms of the contract to such an extent as to 
justify the immediate termination of the contract. 
In these cases, the traveller may be excluded from the 
trip. SCENIC shall retain the right to the tour price; in this 
connection account will be taken of the value of the costs 
saved and the advantages that accrue to SCENIC from 
alternative deployment of services not used. The traveller 
shall bear any additional costs for the return journey.
(4) On board ship, the ship’s rules apply, which the traveller 
must observe and comply with without restriction. The 
captain is responsible for the ship, the passengers and 
the crew. In exercising his nautical command and for the 
purposes of ensuring safety and observance of the ship’s 
rules, the captain has sole decision-making power and 
consequently may order a passenger to leave the ship 
without compensation. The same applies if any of the 
situations specified in clause 11(3) arise during the tour.
12     MEDICAL CARE, SHIP’S DOCTOR
(1) The presence of a ship’s doctor must only be ensured 
where this is expressly provided for in the description of 
travel. The services of the ship’s doctor are not contractual 
services provided by SCENIC. The ship’s doctor carries out 
his activities independently and at his own responsibility 
and is not subject to directions of any kind from SCENIC 
or the ship’s crew. The travel price does not include any 
services provided by the ship’s doctor; the traveller is 
exclusively responsible for settling those fees. SCENIC is 
not under any obligation to provide information concerning 
treatment under a health voucher (Krankenschein) or at the 
expense of a statutory health insurer and/or reimbursement 
for treatment by statutory or private health insurers. The 
ship’s doctor is not a vicarious agent of SCENIC. SCENIC 
shall not be liable for the accessibility and availability of the 
ship’s doctor, for the observance of specific consultation and 
treatment times, for any omission to provide treatment or 
assistance or for errors in treatment.   
(2) Treatment on the ship is comparable to consulting a 
doctor in another country (e.g. Switzerland, the Bahamas, 
Myanmar or Vietnam). Payment must be made using the 
boarding card. It is not possible to settle medical fees 
with a health insurance card. SCENIC shall not be liable 
for the eligibility of the treatment costs for partial or full 
reimbursement by the traveller’s health insurer.  
(3) Comprehensive medical treatment on board is possible 
only to a limited extent. Dialysis and dental treatment 
cannot be carried out on board. The ship’s pharmacy holds 
products for common illnesses and initial emergency 
treatment. In a medical emergency the patient will to have 
leave the ship and will be transported to a nearby onshore 
hospital. The traveller/patient shall bear all the costs arising 
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in this connection. Travellers who are being treated for a 
medical condition are recommended to carry details of their 
condition and treatment with them.  
(4) SCENIC recommends travellers to inquire from their 
health insurer before the start of travel as to the scope of 
their coverage when travelling abroad or to take out foreign 
travel health insurance which also provides cover for the 
risks associated with a cruise holiday, including the costs 
of medical care as well as the costs and expenses that 
the traveller may incur by reason of evacuation on medical 
grounds that could possibly be required in remote areas.    
(5) SCENIC does not accept any liability for the provision of 
medical care or for the appropriateness of any nursing or 
care services provided.
13      TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS FOR EXPECTANT MOTHERS 

AND INFANTS AS WELL AS FOR PERSONS WITH 
REDUCED MOBILITY, TRAVELLERS WITH SPECIAL 
NEEDS AND EXCLUSIONS FROM TRAVEL, YOUNG 
TRAVELLERS

(1) If the traveller or a member of his party 
- has a medical condition or is in comparable circumstances, 
- is pregnant, 
- has a physical impairment, or 
- has special requirements on account of a medical 
condition or comparable circumstances, that might 
affect his travel (including any which affect the booking 
process), the traveller must notify SCENIC in writing thereof, 
specifying all the medical or mobility equipment required 
by that person, before the traveller places the booking so 
that we can assist you in considering the suitability of the 
arrangements and/or in making the booking. Some activities 
on board the ship and onshore at all ports may be unsuitable 
for persons with reduced mobility.  
(2) Further the traveller is under an obligation to notify 
us following booking of every change or deterioration 
in the physical impairment and/or medical situation or 
circumstances or of the onset of a physical impairment, a 
pregnancy or a medical situation or circumstances which 
could affect his travel.  
(3)  We reserve the right to decline a booking for any person 
or, if full details are not given at the time of booking or 
the conditions or circumstances concerned / physical 
impairment develop after booking, prior to the start of the 
travel, to terminate the contract (Rücktritt) or, after the start 
of the travel, to terminate the contract (Kündigung) in full 
or in part as soon as we become aware of these details if 
we reasonably feel unable to accommodate your special 
requirements. In these cases SCENIC retains the right to 
compensation provided for in clause 10.
(4) In the event that the traveller requires assistance with 
embarking or disembarking as a result of reduced mobility 
or a physical impairment, the traveller is requested to advise 
SCENIC of this at the time of booking and in any event no 
later than 48 hours before the assistance is required. Please 
also note that assistance is not always available when 
embarking or disembarking at all ports of call. It is important 
to note in relation to some of our vessels that 
(a) for safety reasons, wheelchair passengers cannot be 
carried on boarding ramps (which may be steep due to water 
levels) whilst the ship is tied up or at anchor;
(b) collapsible walkers may be taken onto tender vessels for 
transfer to shore for the included touring. However walkers 
are unable to be taken on the dinghies[P1]  at any time due to 
space restrictions. Walking aids must be kept in passenger 
cabins – there is no additional storage space on board;
(c) passengers must be able to walk up/down stairs in the 
event of an emergency to reach the emergency evacuation 
points;
(d) motorised scooters cannot be used on board;
(e) wheelchairs and walkers can be carried in the luggage 
compartment of coaches, subject to space restrictions; 
(f) when embarking and disembarking tender boats: dinghies 
are accessed via a floating platform and require the ability to 
step into and out of the vessels unaided;
(g) cabins and bathrooms may have thresholds or doors 
which limit access.
(5) For safety reasons and as a consequence of the limited 
medical care available on board the vessel, expectant 
mothers, who at the date of the start of travel are in the 24th 
week of pregnancy or later and infants under the age of 12 
months are excluded from travel. Pregnant women who at 
the date of embarkation have been pregnant for less than 24 
weeks must produce a certificate of fitness to travel issued 
by a doctor.
(6) For safety reasons, SCENIC reserves the right to 
allow persons who are deaf or blind or who despite 
using corrective lenses have no more than 5% of normal 
eyesight on the better eye and travellers who require a 
wheelchair on a permanent basis to travel only together 
with an accompanying adult without a physical or mental 
impairment who shares their cabin. Travel without such an 
accompanying person will be authorised on a case-by-case 
basis. 

 
(7) For safety reasons, and as a consequence of the 
increased risk of injury, travellers who require a wheelchair 
on a permanent basis may, at the captain’s discretion 
(depending amongst other things on the weather and port 
situation), not be permitted to go onshore in tender ports. 
(8)  If you have any special requests (including special diets 
or in relation to particular foods), you must notify us in 
writing of these at the time of your booking. Please note that 
we cannot guarantee to satisfy special requests. Failure 
to satisfy special requests does not constitute a breach of 
contract by us. Confirmation that a special request has been 
noted or passed on to the corresponding service provider or 
the inclusion of the special request in your booking advice, 
invoice or other documents shall not constitute confirmation 
that the request concerned will be met. If it is important for 
you, for your own protection you should obtain confirmation 
in writing that a special request will be complied with (where 
it is possible to give this). We cannot accept any conditional 
bookings i.e. any booking which is specified to be conditional 
on the fulfilment of a particular request. All such bookings 
will be treated as standard bookings subject to the above 
provisions on special requests.
(9) For safety reasons, travellers under the age of 12 are 
not permitted except with the separate agreement and 
approval of SCENIC. Passengers aged 12 to 17 must be 
accompanied by an adult and for safety reasons must share 
accommodation with an adult. 
14       TRAVEL SERVICES NOT IN CONFORMITY WITH THE 

CONTRACT, OBLIGATIONS OF THE TRAVELLER 
SCENIC must provide the tour booked in conformity with 
the contractual specifications (frei von Reisemängeln). If 
the tour is not in conformity with the contract (mangelhaft), 
the traveller has the rights specified in section 651i of the 
German Civil Code. In such a case, SCENIC will always do 
what it can to find an acceptable solution.
(1) Notification of services not in conformity with the 
contract (Mangelanzeige)
Pursuant to section 651o of the German Civil Code, the 
traveller is required to notify a lack of conformity in the 
performance of the travel services without delay to SCENIC 
Wallbrunnstrasse 24, 79539 Lörrach, Germany, phone: 0800 
554 1415, email: info@scenic.eu or to a representative of 
SCENIC (tour representative or travel agent). However, tour 
representatives, travel agencies and persons employed by 
suppliers are not entitled and not authorised by SCENIC to 
confirm that a service is not in conformity with the contract 
or to recognise any claims against SCENIC.
If as a result of a culpable omission to notify the lack of 
conformity, SCENIC was unable to remedy such, the traveller 
is not entitled to a price reduction or to claim damages.
(2) Remedy 
Pursuant to section 651k, subsection 1, of the German Civil 
Code, the traveller may require SCENIC to remedy a lack 
of conformity if during the tour such lack of conformity 
(Mangel) within the meaning of section 651i, subsection 2, of 
the German Civil Code arises. SCENIC may however refuse a 
remedy where this is impossible or entails disproportionate 
costs, taking into account the extent of the lack of 
conformity and the value of the travel services affected.
(3) Price reduction, damages 
If SCENIC cannot remedy the lack of conformity, the traveller 
is entitled to claim a price reduction in accordance with 
section 651m of the German Civil Code or damages in 
accordance with section 651n of the German Civil Code.
(4) Termination
If the tour is substantially impaired by the lack of conformity, 
the traveller may terminate the contract in accordance with 
section 651l of the German Civil Code provided that the 
traveller has previously set a reasonable period for SCENIC 
to remedy the lack of conformity and within this period 
SCENIC has not done so. It shall not be necessary to set a 
deadline if SCENIC refuses to remedy the lack of conformity 
or if immediate remedy is required. 
If the contract is terminated, SCENIC reserves the right to 
claim the agreed tour price in relation to the travel services 
provided and those which are still to be provided and to end 
the package travel; this shall be without prejudice to the 
traveller’s rights to claim a price reduction and damages. 
The organiser shall reimburse the traveller for travel services 
not provided.
15     LIABILITY AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
(1)   The contractual liability of SCENIC for loss and 
damage other than personal injury (also the liability for 
the infringement of pre-contractual, ancillary and post-
contractual duties) shall be limited to three times the tour 
price provided that the loss and damage sustained by the 
traveller does not result from culpable conduct by SCENIC.
This limitation of liability shall be without prejudice to 
additional claims brought on the basis of international 
conventions. 
(2)   If a travel service is governed by international 
conventions or statutory provisions based on such 

conventions according to which a claim for damages against 
the service provider arises or may be asserted only under 
certain conditions or limitations or under certain conditions 
is excluded, SCENIC may also rely on these provisions 
against the traveller (section 651p of the German Civil Code).
(3)   If SCENIC’s position corresponds to that of a contractual 
air carrier, SCENIC’s liability depends on which provisions of 
the German Aviation Act (Luftverkehrsgesetz), EU law, the 
Warsaw Convention as amended by the Hague Protocol or 
the Montreal Convention apply.
(4)   Carriage by sea is subject to the liability provisions of 
the Athens Convention of 1974 as amended by the 2002 
Protocol as well as the International Maritime Organisation 
Reservation and Guidelines for the Implementation of the 
Athens Convention which was implemented in the European 
Union by Regulation (EC) No 392/2009. 
The rules of this paragraph shall apply unless the rules 
specified in clause 6(1) result in a lower claim being asserted 
against SCENIC.  
In connection with the liability provisions governing carriage 
by sea, SCENIC draws your attention to the following points: 
(a)   Irrespective of the existence of a damages claim, in 
the event of death or personal injury caused by a shipping 
incident, SCENIC shall, within 15 days of the identification of 
the person entitled to damages, make an advance payment 
in respect of each person and incident and in the case of 
death no less than EUR 21 000. The advance payment shall 
not constitute the recognition of any claim whatsoever. The 
advance payment may be offset against any subsequent 
damages payable. It must be refunded to SCENIC if the 
person who received it is not the person entitled to damages 
(see Article 6(2) of Regulation (EC) No 392/2009). 
(b)   SCENIC’s liability for the loss of and damage to luggage, 
mobility aids and other special equipment used by travellers 
and/or members of their party with reduced mobility shall 
be excluded if in the case of visible damage the traveller 
and/or members of their party do not report the damage 
at the latest on disembarkation and in the case of damage 
that is not immediately visible no later than 15 days after 
disembarkation. Written notification of the damage is not 
required if within the period prescribed the parties have 
jointly agreed the damage. 
(c)    SCENIC shall not be liable for the loss of or damage to 
valuables (e.g. money, important documents, negotiable 
instruments, precious metals, gems, jewellery, artworks, 
photography and film equipment, portable video systems 
and mobile devices, such as laptops or tablets, together 
with the corresponding accessories, etc.) unless they were 
deposited for safekeeping during carriage.
(5)   Further SCENIC shall not be liable for defective 
performance, personal injury and/or property damage 
resulting from services provided by third parties which are 
not part of the contractual travel services. Such services 
are bought-in services, where we act merely as agent, or are 
operated by independent third parties, such as, for example, 
the provision of goods and services (e.g. excursions, sporting 
events, exhibitions, visits) during the cruise and as such 
can be identified by passengers as evidently not part of 
SCENIC’s travel services.
This shall not apply where these third parties must be 
qualified as SCENIC’s vicarious agents or SCENIC creates 
the impression that it is the operator of the services provided 
by the third parties. SCENIC shall be liable however if and 
to the extent that the damage sustained by the passenger 
is caused by the breach of notification, information or 
organisation duties incumbent on us. 
(6)   See also “Communication for international travel 
passengers on limitation of liability” and “Information on 
limitations of liability for luggage”. In addition, in relation 
to all flights offered the general and special terms and 
conditions of carriage of the carrying airline apply.
(7)   SCENIC recommends that in their own interest travellers 
should take out travel accident insurance and luggage 
insurance. 
16     LIMITATION PERIOD
The rights of a passenger provided for in section 651i of the 
German Civil Code, entitling him to bring claims in relation to 
travel services not in conformity with the contract, become 
time barred after two years; such period to begin on the date 
on which the booked travel was contractually due to end.
17      SHIP RULES, EXCURSIONS, LUGGAGE, ADDITIONAL 

RULES
(1) Instructions by the captain
For the comfort and safety of travellers, the instructions of 
the captain, the discovery team (on discovery tours) and the 
cruise director must be complied with at all times.
In the event that a traveller refuses to comply with the 
instructions of the captain, the discovery team, the cruise 
director, another member staff or a service provider, SCENIC 
may terminate the contract and exclude the traveller from 
the cruise with immediate effect where the behaviour of 
the traveller adversely affects his own health or safety or is 
a threat to the health, safety or enjoyment of the travel of 
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other passengers.  
(2)        Currency and credit cards 
Most of the countries visited use the euro although some 
countries still use another currency. For small purchases 
onshore or in small towns, it is helpful to carry some local 
currency. Credit cards are accepted in many places. Before 
the start of travel, you should check that your card and PIN 
will work in the countries you will be visiting. All purchases 
on board are charged to your shipboard account. The on 
board currencies on cruise ships are US dollar and euro, 
depending on the destination. 
(3) Deck plan
The deck plans and cabin layouts/sizes are intended only 
as a guide and are subject to change.
(4) Noise, vibration and odour
Although we take appropriate measures to minimise the 
noise, vibrations and odours on our ships, you acknowledge 
and accept that some noise, vibration and intermittent 
odours may be experienced on vessels and that we cannot 
be held liable to you in relation to such noise, vibration 
or odours. 
(5) Dock position
During port stops, ships may dock side-by-side, 
obstructing views.
(6) Cruise director
An experienced English-speaking cruise director 
accompanies every cruise. They are there to ensure your 
comfort, answer your questions and make your holiday 
relaxed and memorable. Cruise directors are employees 
of SCENIC.
(7) Electricity and WiFi
Free WiFi is available on board. However, our ships sail 
in national and international waters. This means that 
connection speeds using WiFi can sometimes be slow 
depending on the current position of the ship. In some 
cases, no signal may be available. We do not guarantee the 
availability and quality of internet connections. Further, we 
do not accept any liability for any problems arising.
(8) Onboard power supply
The power supply onboard is 220 volts. You will need a 
universal travel adaptor to use your electrical appliances.
(9) Sightseeing, excursions and special activities
(a) Sightseeing: sightseeing in many historic towns and 
cities can only be undertaken by walking as coach access 
is not possible. Consequently, a reasonable level of fitness 
is required as the sightseeing tour may involve steps and 
extensive walking over uneven surfaces; 
(b) Mountain excursions: some shore excursions include 
mountain excursions involving high altitudes. 
(c) Discovery experiences: a reasonable level of mobility is 
required to participate in most tours. discovery experiences 
including but not limited to dinghy tours are subject to 
regulatory approval and the prevailing weather conditions. 
The tours can be booked with your cruise director during 
the cruise and are subject to availability, seasonal and 
operational factors. Some activities require a minimum or 
maximum number of participants to operate. 
(d) For Arctic and Antarctic expeditions as well as mountain 
excursions and discovery experiences (e.g. by dinghy, 
kayak, helicopter, e-bike, submersible or using scuba diving 
equipment) participants need to have an adequate level of 
physical fitness and health. Travellers are recommended to 
consult a doctor before booking to ensure that they have an 
adequate level of physical fitness and are in good health for 
the trip concerned.
(e) The equipment for sporting and aquatic activities shown 
in the brochure may not be offered in all ports and/or is 
subject to availability.  
(f) The operation of all excursions/tours depends on us 
having a minimum number of bookings. If the minimum 
booking number is not reached, we may cancel or amend a 
planned excursion/tour.
(10) Drones
(a)   General prohibition: unless provided by us or an 
operator as part of an organised activity during your tour, 
the use of drones is strictly prohibited at all times.
(b)   You should also be aware that, in addition to the 
prohibition set out in paragraph (a), the use of drones is 
regulated or prohibited by law in many locations and that 
use which is illegal or contrary to the law may result in your 
arrest or prosecution by the relevant authorities.
(c) If we or an operator allow you to operate a drone as part 
of an organised activity during your tour, you must strictly 
comply with all instructions of the activity leader.
(11) Images, diagrams and maps
(a) Unless otherwise stated, we make no representations 
about the facilities, quality or dimensions of any 
accommodation or cruise vessel. All images are for 
illustrative purposes only and may differ from the actual 
product or experience available; certain images may also 
have been digitally enhanced for reproduction purposes.
(b)   Maps or diagrams of cruise ship routes included in 

cruise or other brochures are intended only as a guide and 
should not be regarded as showing the actual route to be 
taken during the cruise. The actual travel route is set out in 
the travel documents.
(12)  Luggage
Travellers are entitled to one suitcase per person. The 
measurements of the suitcase may not exceed 76.2 x 53.3 x 
27.9 cm and it must weigh no more than 23kg.
(13) Smoking on board
Smoking is limited to the designated smoking areas and is 
not permitted in the cabins and on balconies and terraces.
(14)  (Travel) insurance
Please read your (travel) insurance policies carefully and 
take them with you on your tour. It is your responsibility 
to ensure that the insurance protection you take out 
is suitable and appropriate for your own particular 
requirements.
18     SERVICE PROVIDERS
Many of the services included in your travel are provided 
by service providers. These service providers provide the 
services in accordance with their own terms and conditions 
of business. Some of these terms and conditions of 
business may limit or exclude the liability of the service 
provider towards you, usually in accordance with 
applicable international conventions. Copies of the relevant 
parts of these terms and conditions of business and the 
international conventions are available on request from 
ourselves or the service provider concerned.
19     INFORMATION, PASSPORT, VISA AND HEALTH 

PROVISIONS 
(1)   The traveller must comply with all laws, ordinances, 
orders and travel requirements (provisions) of the countries 
and ports to be visited on the trip as well as all rules and 
instructions issued by SCENIC and its representatives. 
(2)   SCENIC or the travel agent shall inform German 
nationals, who are not subject to special circumstances 
(e.g. dual nationality, stateless person, previous passport 
entries, evidence of refugee status), of the general 
requirements set out in the passport, visa and health 
provisions before entering the contract as well as of 
possible amendments to those requirements before the 
start of travel. It shall be presumed in that connection that 
no special circumstances apply in relation to the traveller 
(e.g. dual nationality, stateless person, previous passport 
entries). Other EU nationals and nationals of other States 
should contact SCENIC or the consulate responsible for 
them. 
(3)   SCENIC shall inform the traveller of the general 
passport and visa requirements and the health formalities 
of the destination country, including the approximate time 
to obtain any necessary visa, before entering the contract 
as well as of amendments that are possible before the 
start of travel.
(4)   The traveller himself shall be responsible for obtaining 
and carrying the necessary travel documents (e.g. visas, 
vaccination certificates), any necessary vaccinations and 
complying with customs and foreign exchange provisions 
unless SCENIC has expressly undertaken to obtain visas, 
certificates, etc. The traveller shall bear all disadvantages, 
in particular the payment of cancellation fees as well 
as fines, penalties and expenses, that arise from non-
compliance with these provisions, except where they 
result from the culpable provision of incorrect information 
or a culpable omission to provide information on the 
part of SCENIC. The traveller must reimburse SCENIC 
immediately for any amounts that it must pay or deposit in 
this connection.  
(5)   In the event of an infringement of or non-compliance 
with passport, visa, health or other entry requirements, 
in particular also by a failure to provide manifest data 
on time, SCENIC shall be entitled to deny carriage to the 
traveller and to claim the corresponding standardised 
compensation specified in clause 10 of these terms and 
conditions. In this case, the traveller shall have the right to 
prove to SCENIC that no loss has occurred or that the loss 
sustained does not correspond to the amount claimed.
(6)   SCENIC recommends that minors travelling without 
their parents should carry with them a written declaration 
of consent from their parents. In many countries 
restrictions apply or embarkation may be denied if no such 
document can be produced. The declaration of consent 
should be written and certified in English, as a minimum, 
and, as a precaution, also in the language of the countries 
to be visited. The traveller himself shall be responsible for 
contacting the relevant embassies for information.
20     IDENTITY OF THE OPERATING AIRLINE 
SCENIC or its agents will inform the traveller of the identity 
of the operating airline(s) for all flights to be provided as 
part of the tour if SCENIC arranges the flights for travellers. 
The EU Regulation on informing passengers of the identity 
of the operating air carrier (Regulation (EC) No 2111/2005 
on the establishment of a Community list of air carriers 

subject to an operating ban within the Community and 
on informing air transport passengers of the identity of 
the operating air carrier) requires SCENIC to inform the 
passenger at the time of reservation of the identity of 
the relevant operating airline in relation to each flight 
to be provided during the booked tour. If at the time 
of reservation the operating carrier has not yet been 
determined, SCENIC is required to inform the passenger 
of the airline(s) that are likely to operate the flight. As soon 
as SCENIC knows which airline will operate the flight, it 
must inform the passenger thereof. If the airline which was 
notified to the passenger as the operating airline changes, 
SCENIC must inform the passenger of this change. SCENIC 
must immediately take all appropriate steps to ensure 
that the passenger is informed of the change as soon 
as possible. The list of airlines subject to an operating 
ban in the EU (“the Community list”, previously known 
as a “blacklist”) is available via the following link: https://
ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/air/safety/air-ban_en
21     DATA PROTECTION
SCENIC handles the data of its travellers responsibly.
The personal data that you provide to SCENIC are 
processed electronically, stored and used exclusively in 
accordance with the statutory data protection rules and 
the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 
to the extent that this is necessary for the performance of 
the contract, the operation of the tour, customer service 
or compliance with statutory provisions. Employees and 
representatives of SCENIC are required to observe data 
protection rules.
The data protection law applicable grants travellers the 
following rights against SCENIC in connection with the 
processing of their personal data:
Right of access by the data subject (Article 15 of the 
GDPR), right to rectification (Article 16 of the GDPR), right 
to erasure (Article 17 of the GDPR), right to restriction of 
processing (Article 18 of the GDPR), notification obligation 
regarding rectification or erasure of personal data or 
restriction of processing (Article 19 of the GDPR), right to 
data portability (Article 20 of the GDPR), right to withdraw 
the consent given (Article 7(3) of the GDPR) and right to 
lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority (Article 77 
of the GDPR).
Where travellers have questions concerning data 
protection, they may contact our data protection 
officer by email: cruises@scenic.eu, Data Protection 
Officer, Mark Feuz, Scenic Cruises International GmbH, 
Wallbrunnstrasse 24, 79539 Lörrach, Germany. 
Comprehensive information on the nature, scope and 
purposes of the collection, processing and use of your 
personal data and on your rights is available at www.
scenic.eu.
22     DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES
The European Commission provides a platform for out-
of-court online dispute resolution (ODR platform) which 
can be accessed under www.ec.europa.eu/consumers/
odr However, SCENIC is not obliged to participate in this 
procedure and does not participate in dispute resolution 
procedures provided by a consumer arbitration service.  
23     FINAL PROVISIONS, APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION
(1)   The laws of the Federal Republic of Germany with the 
exception of UN sales law (United Nations Convention on 
Contracts for the International Sale of Goods of 11 April 
1980) shall govern these terms and conditions of travel. 
For travellers who are regarded as consumers this choice 
of law also applies provided that this does not deprive 
the traveller of the protection afforded by mandatory 
provisions of the law of the country in which he has his 
habitual residence. 
(2)   Disputes arising in relation to registered traders, 
persons who do not have a general place of jurisdiction in 
the Federal Republic of Germany, persons for whom, after 
the contract has been entered, their domicile or place of 
habitual residence is unknown at the date the action is 
lodged and actions where SCENIC is the defendant are 
subject to the jurisdiction of the courts in Lörrach. Both 
stipulations shall apply unless mandatory provisions of 
international conventions provide otherwise.  
(3)   For the remainder, unless otherwise agreed in these 
terms and conditions of travel, the statutory rules shall 
apply.
(4)   The invalidity and/or ineffectiveness of individual 
provisions of the travel contract and/or these terms and 
conditions of travel shall not result in the invalidity and/
or ineffectiveness of the travel contract or the terms and 
conditions of travel as a whole.
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Deck 03

Deck 06

Deck 04

Deck 05

Deck Plan

 1     Sky Deck Bar  8     Hanging Chairs 15    Lumière 22   Sushi @ Koko’s 29   Theatre

2     Sky Deck Pool  9     Elevator 16   Azure Bar & Café 23   Chef’s Table@ Elements 30   Marina entrances

3   Cabanas 10   Yoga & Pilates room 17   Scenic Épicure 24   Elements 31   Medical Centre

4   Helicopter hangars 11   Gym & fitness area 18   Observation Lounge & Library 25   Guest Services 32   Self-service guest laundry†

 5   Helipad 12   Wheelhouse 19   Observation Terrace 26   Scenic Lounge 33   Discovery Centre

6   Yacht Club 13     Spa Vitality Pool 20   Koko’s 27   Scenic Bar

 7     Yacht Club outdoor dining 14     Senses Spa 21     Night Market @ Koko’s 28   Boutique
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Sky Deck PoolCabanas

Suites 901-910

Suites 801-823Helipad
Helicopter

Hangars

Suites 701-725 WheelhouseYogaGymYacht Club
Yacht Club

Terrace

Suites 601-633Senses SpaVitality Spa

Lumière

Koko’sNight Market 
@ Koko’s

Elements Main Entrance

Tender Area

Guest Services Theatre

Azure
Bar & Café Épicure Suites 501-535

Observation Terrace
Observation Lounge & Library

Chef’s
Table

Sushi &
Sake Bar

Hotel
Director Office Scenic

Lounge
Scenic

Bar Boutique

Marina Submarine
& Zodiacs

Medical
Centre

Discovery Centre3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 Deck 10
Deck 9

Deck 5

Deck 4
Deck 3

Deck 6
Deck 7

Deck 8

Deck 07

Deck 08

Deck 09 Deck 10

Scenic Eclipse / Scenic Eclipse II

Built 2018/2023  |  Passengers 200/228  |  Suites 114  |  Crew 192/176  |  Length 168 metres  |  Gross Tonnage 17.085  |  Speed 17 knots

Suite Categories
Deck 5 Deck 6 Deck 7 Deck 8 Deck 9

DD Grand Deluxe Verandah 38-40m2 GP Grand Panorama 105m2 BD Grand Deluxe Verandah 38-40m2 P Panorama 110m2 OT
^Two-bedroom  
Penthouse 240-245m2

DB Deluxe Verandah 32-34m2 CD Grand Deluxe Verandah 38-40m2 BA Deluxe Verandah 32-34m2 S Spa Suite 46-50m2 OP Owner’s Penthouse 190-195m2

DA Deluxe Verandah 32-34m2 CA Deluxe Verandah 32-34m2 B Verandah 32m2 AD Grand Deluxe Verandah 38-40m2 SB Spa Suite 46-50m2

D Verandah 32m2 C Verandah 32m2 AA Deluxe Verandah 32-34m2 SA Spa Suite 46-50m2

A Verandah 32m2
^Suites 901 & 903  and 902 & 904 connect as Two bedroom Penthouse Suite. The deck plan and suite layout 
images are an indication only and may vary between ships. Suite measurements are approximate, and those 
in same category may vary in size. †Laundry is located on Deck 5 on Scenic Eclipse II 
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Scenic Offices

More Scenic Eclipse Brochures
Antarctica and South America

The Arctic and Fjords

Europe. the Mediterranean. North and Central America

Indonesia. Australia and the Pacific

Contact your local travel advisor or call

0800 441 611
Australia Offices

25 Watt Street
Newcastle   
NSW 2300
info@scenic.com.au

scenic.com.au

 

Level 15  
56 Pitt Street
Sydney   
NSW 2000
info@scenic.com.au

scenic.com.au

New Zealand
 
 
 
P 0800 441 611
info@scenicnz.com

scenicnz.com

Canada Office

Suite 1025  
401 West Georgia Street
Vancouver  BC  V6B 5A1 
P 1 866 689 8611
info@scenic.ca

scenic.ca

USA Office

4000 Hollywood Blvd.
Suite 625-S 
Hollywood. FL 33021
info@scenicusa.com

scenicusa.com

UK Office

4 Piccadilly Place   
Piccadilly
Manchester  M1 3BN 
P 0161 236 2444
info@scenic.co.uk

scenic.co.uk

Scenic Offices

More Scenic Eclipse Brochures
Worldwide Discovery Voyages

The Arctic and Fjords

Europe, The Americas & Caribbean

Australia, Indonesia and the Pacific

Contact your local travel advisor or visit scenic.eu

Australia Office

25 Watt Street
Newcastle   
NSW 2300
info@scenic.com.au

scenic.com.au

New Zealand 
P 0800 441 611
info@scenicnz.com

scenicnz.com

Canada Office

Suite 1025  
401 West Georgia St
Vancouver   
BC  V6B 5A1 
P 1 866 689 8611
info@scenic.ca

scenic.ca

USA Office

4000 Hollywood 
Blvd.
Suite 625-S
Hollywood. FL 33021

scenicusa.com

UK Office

4 Piccadilly Place   
Piccadilly
Manchester  M1 3BN 
P 0161 236 2444
info@scenic.co.uk

scenic.co.uk 

EMEA Office

Scenic Cruises 
International GmbH
Wallbrunnstr. 24
D-79539 Lörrach 
info@scenic.eu

scenic.eu


